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Report of the Secretary-General --- --...- 

1. At its thirty-third session. the General Assel;lbly adopted resolution 33/67 of 
Lli. December 1978. entitled "Reduction of military budgets", in which it requested 
tl?e Secretary-General, with the assistance of an ad hoc panel of experienced CC..- 
practitioners in the field of military IsudCeting;: 

(a) To carry out a practica1 test of the propose% reportinC instrument with 
tl?e voluntary co-operation of States; 

(b) To assess the results of the practica1 test: 

i (c) To develop recommendations for further refinement anA i3plement tion of 
the reportin-, instrument.: 

and also requested him to report to the Assembly at its thirty-fifth session on the 
implementation of the resolution, 

2. In pursuance of resolution 33/67. the Secretnry.General appointed the members 
3f the Ad Iloc Panel on Military BudCetin,n;. l/ Dy a letter dated ,!9 .hugust 198C:, -,-.- .-,._ 
the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Panel transmitted to the Secretsyy-*General the report ^...._ ,,.-"-- 
brhich is hereby submitted to the General Assembly. 

l-/ For the names of the experts, see the letter of transmittal below, 
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FOREWORD BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL 

By its resolution 33/67 of 14 December 1978, the Assembly requested the 
Secretary-General, with the assistance of an ad hoc panel of experienced 
practitioners in the field of military budgeting: (a) to carry out a practica1 
test of the proposed reporting instrument with the voluntary co-operation of 
Statesq (b) t o assess the results of the practica1 test; (c) to develop 
recommendations for further refinement and implementation of the reporting 
instrument; it also requested him to report to the Assembly at its thirty-fifth 
session on the Implementation of the resolution. 

In pursuance of resolution 33’/67, the members of the Ad Hoc Panel on 
Military Budgeting were appointed after consultation with Member States. In 
September 1979, the Secretary-General circulated the document entitled "Proposed 
reporting matrix and instructions", which had been submitted by the Ad Hoc Panel, 
to al1 Member States and requested them to return the completed reporting 
instrument. 

The Ad HOC Panel assessed the responses to the reporting instrument from 
114 Member States participating in the test, developed recommendations for further 
refinement and implementation of the reporting instrument, and prepared and 
submitted to the Secretary-General a unanimous report. 

Th@ Secretary-General wishes'to thank the members of the Ad Hoc Panel for 
their unanimous report, w hich he hereby submits to the General Assembly for its 
consideration. It should be noted that the observations and recommendations 
contained in the report are those of the members of the Ad Hoc Panel. In this 
connexion, the Secretary-General woüldlike to point out that, in the complex 
field of disarmament matters, in many instances he is not in a position to pass 
judgement on all aspects of the work accomplished by experts. 

/ . . . 



LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

29 August 1980 

Sir, 

1 have the honour to submit herewith the report of the Ad Hoc Panel on 
Military Budgeting, appointed by you, which was rcquested by the General Assembly 
in paragraph 1 of its resolution 33/67 of 14 December 1978. 

The members of the Ad Hoc Panel were: 

Mr. Hans Christian Cars 
Head of Division, Planning and Budget Secretariat 
Ministry of Defence. 
Stockholm, Sweden 

Mr. José A. Encinas del Pando 
Director of the Centre for Economic and Social Research 
University of Lima 
Lima, Peru 

Mr. Daniel Gallik 
Senior Economist 
U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 
Washington, D.C., United States of America 

Mr. Traian Grozea 
Colonel Doctor3 Principal Scientific Researcher 
Centre for Studies and Research of History and Military Theory 
Bucharest, Romania 

Mr. Akira Kumagai 
Director, Planning and Co-ordination Division 
National Defence College 
Tokyo 9 Japan 

Mr. Victor 0. Odeka 
Commandant 
Nigerian Army Pay Corps Training School 
Lagos, Nigeria 

Mr. Benjamin Parwoto 
Pirst Marshal TNI, Deputy Assistant for Planning 
Department of Defence and Security 
Jakarta, Indonesia 

His Excellency 
Mr. Kurt Wsldheim 
Secretary-General. of the 
United Nations 

/ . . . 



The Ad Hoc Panel held five sessions: from 14 to 18 !tay 1979, from 
27 to 31 August 1979, from 21 to 25 January.1980, from 23 June to 3 July 1980, 
and from 25 to 29 August 1980. At the first meeting of the Ad Hoc Panel, I had -- 
the honour of being elected as its Chairman. Mr. V. 0. Odeka of Nigeria 
participated only in the second session of the Panel. 

During its first two sessions, held in 1979, the Ad Hoc Panel completed -- 
preparations for the practica1 test of the instrument for standardized reporting 
311 military expenditures of Member States. At its three sessions held in 1980, 
the Ad Hoc Panel analysed and assessed the responses to the reporting instrument 
f'rom-i&-%mber States participating in the test, prepared the present report 
znd adopted it on the basis of consensus. 

The Ad Hoc Panel wishes to acknowledge with appreciation the assistance 
it received from the Centre for Disarmament and the Statistical Office of the 
Jnited Nations Secretariat. Mr. Pal Csillag, Director and Chief of the Committee 
Ind Conference Services Section of the Centre for Disarmament, served as 
secretary of the Ad Hoc Panel for its sessions in 1979;1 and Mr. H. Matsumoto, 
jenior Political Affairs Officer in charge of data research and documentation 
1n the Centre, for its sessions in 1980. Mr. G. Martinsson, Chief of the 
Sational Accounts and Special Projects Section of the Statistical Office, 
Lssisted the Panel in statistical matters during its first three sessions and 
Irs. 1. Tsao, Statistical Officer, continued the assistance in its last two 
lessions. 

1 have been requested by the Ad Hoc Panel, as its Chairman, to submit its 
,eport to you on its behalf. 

Yours respectfully, 

(Sifled) J. A. ENCINAS DEL PANDO 
Chairman of the 

Ad Hoc Panel on Military Budgeting 

/... . 
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1* INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

1. On numerous occasions throughout the years, the General Assembly has expressed 
its deep concern over the continued increase in global military expenditures and 
its detrimental effects on international security and on economic and social 
developments. The Assembly has also called upon the Member States of the United 
Nations to take concrete steps, as an important disarmarnent measure, to reduce 
milítary e::penditures and to reallocate human and financia1 resources fsom 
military to economic and social development purposes , part icularly for the benefit 
of the developing countries. 

2. To Chis end, the General Assembly at its twenty-,eighth session considered 
the question of the reduction of military budgets for the first time under a 
separate agenda item and adoptcd resolutions 3093 R. and B (XXVIII) of 
7 December 1973 on the subject. 

3. Under resolution 3093 A (XXVIII), a Special Committee on the Distribution of 
the Funds Released as a Result of the Reduction of Military Budgets was 
estahlished, but the Cornmittee was never convened due to differing views smong 
the nuclear-weapon States. 

4 0 In pursuance of resolution 309 3 D (XXVIII), the Secretary-General appointed 
a group of experts, which prepared a report (A/Wj'O/Rev.l) entitled Reduction 
o-f the Military Budgets of States Permanent Members OS the Security Council ---.. ---..- 
by 10 per cent and Utilíza$ion of Part of the Funds Thus Saued to Provide -. .- 
Assistance to Developing Countries. aJ . ..-- 

5. I-t was noted in the report that a prerequisite for negotiating the reduction 
of military expenditures was agreement on the scope and content of such 
expenditures. The questions of developing a standardized system for defining 
and reporting military expenditures and of verifying compliance with agreements to 
reduce such expenditures were also discussed. 

6. In its resolution 3254 (xX1X) of 9 December 1974, the General Assembly, 
inter alia, invited al1 States to communicate to the Secretary-General, Jheir 
%%sxsuggesti.cns on the matters covered ín the re-oort. 

7. At the thirtieth session of 'che General Assembly, a compilation of the views 
and suggestions of a number of Bates (n/10165 and Ada.1 and 2) regarding some of 
the issues raised in the 1974 report was submitted to the Assembly. In its 
resolution 3463 (XxX) of 11 December 1975, the Assembly inter alia, requested 
the Secretary-General, assisted by a group of qualified experts appointed by him 

&/ United Hations publicatioa, Sales No. E.75.1. 10. 

/ .  .  l 
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after consultations with Member States, to prepare a report containing an 
indepth analysis and exemination in concrete terms of four issues: 

(a) The definition and scope of the military sector and of military 
expenditures, as well as the classification and structurin,? of exoenditures 
within the military budgets; 

(b) The valuation of resources in the militaly sector, considering 
different economic systems and different structures of production within 
military sector; 

the 

(c) The deflation for price change in military production in different 
countries; 

(d) The international value comparison and exchange rates relevant to 
military production. 

8. In pursuance of resolution 3463 (XxX), the Secretary-General appointed a 
group of qualified experts, which prepared a report (A/31/222/Rev.l) entitled: 
Reduction of Military Budgets: Measurement and international reporting of 
military expenditures. b/ One of the major recozndations of "che report was -- - 
the implementation of an international reporting system for military expenditures, 
while other technical issues concerning the agreed reduction of military budgets 
remained to be solved. In the substantive sections of the report, the experts 
formulated a definition of the scope and content of military expenditures, and 
designed a reporting matrix as an instrument for standardized reporting. 

9. At its thirty-first session, the General Assembly, after considering the 
report, adopted resolution 31/87 of 14 December 1976, by which it, inter alia, 
invited al1 States to communicate to the Secretary-General their comments on the 
proposed standardized reporting instrument, and requested the Secretary-General 
to prepare, with the assistance of an intergovernmental group of budgetary 
experts appointed by him, a report containing an analysis of those comments. 

10. In their report (A/32/194 and Add.l), which was considered by the 
General Assembly at its thirty-second session, the experts analysed the comments 
provided by 14 States, considered the further development of the reporting 
instrument, examined practica1 problems which would face budgetary experts in 
completing the recommended format and submitted their conclusions and 
recommendations. 

ll. After considering the report, the General Assembly, on 12 December 1977, 
adopted resolution 32/85, by which the Secretsry-General was requested to 
ascertain which States would be prepared to participate in a pilot test of the 
reporting instrument, to report thereon to the Assembly at its special session 

d/ United Nations publication, Sbles No. E.77.1. 6. 

/ . . . 



devoted to disarmament and to prepare a background report for that same session, 
compiling the proposals and recommendations put forward by the groups of experts 
appointed by him under resolutions 3463 (XX) and 31/87. 

12, In pursuance of resolution 32/85, the Secretarg-General submitted his 
report (A/S-10/6 and Add.1) to the General Assembly at its tenth special session, 
at which a Final Document resolution S-10/2 of 30 June 1978 was adopted 
reflecting, inter alia, 
military bu&=. 

the consensus achieved on the question of reducing 
On this point, the Final Document contains the following 

two paragraphs: 

"89. Gradual reduction of military budgets on a mutually agreed basis, 
for example, in absolute figures or in terms of percentage points, 
particularly by nuclear-weapon States and other militarily significant 
States would be a measure that would contribute to the curbing of the 
arms race, and would increase the possibilities of reallocation of resources 
now being used for military purposes to economic and social development, 
particularly for the benefit of the developing countries. The basis for 
implementing this measure will have to.be agreed by al1 parficipating 
States and will require ways and means of its implementation acceptable to 
al1 of them, taking account of the problems involved in assessing the 
relative significance of reductions as among different States and with 
due regard to the proposals of States on al1 the aspects of reduction 
of military budgets. 

"90. The General Assembly should continue to consider what concrete steps 
should be taken to facilitate the reduction of military budgets, bearing in 
mind the relevant proposals and documents of the United Bations on this 
question." 

13. At its thirty-third session, the General Assembly adopted resolution 33/67 
of 14 December 1978, in which, inter alia, it requested the Secretary-Genera? 
with the assistance of an ad hoc panel of experienced practitioners in the 
field of military budgeting: 

(a) To carry out a practica1 test of the proposed reporting instrument 
with the voluntary co-operation of States from different regions and representing 
different budgeting and accounting systems, 

(b) To assess the results of the practica1 test; 

(c) To develop recommendations for further refinement and implementation of ( 
the reporting instrument. 

Th@ test has been completed and the Ad Roc Panel's assessment and recommendations , _ _-- 
are submitted in the present report. 

14. At its thirty-fourth session, the General Assembly adopted resolution 34/83 F 
of ll December 2379, in which, recognizing the need for the availability OS a 

/ . . . 



satisfnctory instrument for standardized reoorting on the military expenditures 
of Member States, such as the one tested being tested within the frametrork of 
the United Nations, it considered,inter alia", that a new impetus should be given 
to endeavours to achieve agreements to freeze, reduce or otherwise restrain, in 
a balanced manner, militar-y expenditures, including adequate measures of 
vcrification satistactory to al1 parties concerned; and to this end, requested 
the Disarmament Commission to undertake during 1980 to examine and identify 
effective ways and means of achieving such agreements. 

15. In response to this request, the Disarmament Commission dealt extensively 
with this question a-t its session in 1980. As a result of its deliberations, 
the Disarmament Commission in its report to the General Assembly at its 
thirtya-fifth session, c/ recommended, inter alia, that the General Assembly 
should request the Disarmament Commission to continue its consideration of matters 
concerning reduction of military budgets, taking into account the provisions of 
resolution 34/83 F, and, in particular, to identify and elaborate the principies 
3rhich should govern further actions of States in the field of freezing and 
reduction of military expenditures, keeping in mind the possibility of embodying 
such principies into a suitable document at an appropriate stage. 

B. Aims of the utilization of the reportinp instrument cI-- -_, .-.--- -- -.-_ L-_---e.-- 
and purposes of the test -----, .-.. *,-. 

16. The standardized reporting of military expenditures is a part of a bread 
effort to develop a set of specific measures for the purpose of facilitating 
the reduction of military expenditures. 

17. As stated in previous ex-pert reports and in resolution 33/67, referred to 
im paragraph 12 above, the implementation of a satisfactory instrument for 
standardized reporting on military expenditures of Flember States would be an 
important first objective in the move-towards agreed and balanced reductions in 
military expenditures. Such reductions could be carried out without affecting 
the military balance to the detriment of the national security of any country. 
They would also increase the possibilities of reallocation of resources now 
being used for military purposes to economic and social development, particularly 
for the benefit of the developing countries. At the same time, a standardized 
reporting instrument, once applied, would serve as a means of increasing confidente 
between States. 

l-8. Beyond the aims listed in the preceding paragraph, the follotring ones have 
31~0 been taken into account by the designers of the pronosed reporting instrument.: ._ 

(a) The instrument should be a set of standard accounts which would 
3ncourage the publication of military expenditures, facilitate international 

c/ Official Records of the General Assembly. thirty-fifth Sessiong --.--- -.-. *.. 
;uppl%ent No. 42 (A/35/42), para. 21. 

-._- ti.-k 
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comparison of militar-y sxpenditures and help overcome the great diversity among 
existing national military budget accounting systems. 

(b) The structure and composition of military expenditures to be re-portea 
should facilitate international military forte capability comparisons and ease 
of verification. 

(.c) The instrument should, where properly used, be capable of supplying 
basic information on military expenditures that will help to create an important 
basis for fruitfül disarmsment negotiations. 

19. The purposes of the test are to examine the applicability of the proposed 
reporting instrument presented in document A/31/222/Rev.l and to assess the 
qualities and possible short-comings of this instrument as a tool for collecting 
standardized data from Member States on military expenditures. The comments 
and suggestions received from participating countries in the course of this test 
should be conducive to further refinement of the reporting instrument. 

20. The aims of the test as defined in resolution 33/67 also included the making 
of recommendations for the implementation of the reporting instrument. 

C. Procedure 

21. Pursuant to General Assembly resolution 33/67, the Secretary-General, after 
consultation with I!flember States, appointed an Ad.. Iloc Panel on Military Budgeting 
composed of experts from seven countries, namely, Indonesia, Japan, Nigeria, Peru, 
Romania, Sweden and the United. States of America. The Ad IIoc Panel hela five 
sessions, (the first from 14 to 18 May:, the second from 27 to 31 August 1979, 
the third from 2lto 25 January, the fourth from 23 June to 3 July and the fifth 
from 25 to 29 August 1980). At the outset of its first session, the Ad HoC -- 
Panel elected the expert from Peru as its Chairman. 

22. During its first two sessions, the Panel completed preparations for the 
practica1 test of the instrument for standardized reporting on military 
expenditures by Member States. 

23. On 31 August lg'j'g, the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Panel submitted to the Secretary- 
General a document entitled "Proposed reporting matrix and instructions's. This 
document, shown as appendix III, was subsequently circulated by the Secretary- 
General Lo al1 Member States, together with an invitation to participate on a 
voluntary basis in "che test by completing and returning the reporting instrument 
to the United Bations Secretaria-t; and the Ad Hoc Panel. 

24. Fourteen Member States submitted their replies to the reporting instrument antI 
these are attached to the present report as appendix 1. At its three sessions hele 
in 1980, the Ad Hoc Panel studied al1 replies and supplementary information to 
test and assess the proposed reporting instrument and to develop recommendations 
for further refinement and implementation. 

2.5, On August 1980, the Chairman of the Ad EIoc Panel submitted the report of the 
Panel to the Secretary-General. 
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II. ANALYSIS OF REPLIES RECEIVED FROM PARTICIPATING STATES 

A. Overview of replies 

26. By the conclusion of the present report (29 August lg80), the following 
14 Member States had submitted their replies to the reporting instrument: 
Australia, Austria, Belgiuïn, Canada, France, Germany, Federal Republic of, 
Indonesia, Italy, lllexico, Netherlands, Bew Zealand, Norway, Sweden and United 
States of America (see appendix 1). India, Philippines and United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland communicated their views on the testing without 
participating in it (see appendix II). 

27. The geographical distribution of the 14 States which replied is as follows: 

Asia 1 
Latin America 1 
North America 2 
Oceania 2 
1Jestern Europe 8 

2%. Nine of the 14 States, namely, Austria, Belgium, Canada, the Federal Republic 
of Germany, Indonesia, the Netherlands, bTorway, Sweden and the United States 
completed par-t II of the reporting instrument together with the matrix. The other 
5 States also provided supplementary information either in introductory remarks or 
in foot-notes to the matrix. 

29. The Panel had recommended that the reporting period should be the fiscal year 
most closely coinciding with the calendar year 1978 and that the data presented 
should be actual outlays. Three of the reporting States, however, presented only 
budget plan data. The reporting periods and types of data actually used are as 
follows: 
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Australia 

Austria 

Beïgium 

Canads 

France 

Germany, Federal 
Xepublic of 

Indonesia 

Italy 

j&xi co 

Nctherlands 

Netr Zealand 

liromray 

Sweden 

United States 

(actual outlay)' 

(actual outlay) 

(actual outlay) 

(actual outlay) 

(lxdget plan data) 

(actual outlay) 

(actual outlay) 

(budget plan data) 

(budget plan data) 

(actual outlay) 

(actual outlay) 

(actual outlay) 

(actual outlay) 

(actual outlay and 
budget plan data) 

30. The 14 S-Lates provided figures xlrl?ich generally conformed to the matrix. 
France, Hexico and the United States reported their data in formats somewhat 
different from the recommended matrix. France and the United States used their awn 
categories, aggregated in the case of France, Mexico added military industry as 
a new column, 

31. Although the number of replies was rather limited, the Ad Hoc Panel noted with 
satisfaction that ans%Ters srere submitted by countries from severa1 geographical 
regions and having different accounting and budgeting systems, different degrees of 
economic development and different dimensions of military establishment, In vie1T c 
"chis, the Panel feels that the replies received created a sufficient basis For the 
Panel's conclusions and recommendations. The Panel noted, however, that, owing to 
the limited number of replies receiveci, suggestions and comments frpm additional 
States would appear to be useful for its further refinement at a later state. Sud 

coniments may be expected from States whose replies may yet be forthcoming and from 
the subsequen-t process of implementation af the tested reporting instrument. 
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B. Qualitative analvsis of replies 

Purposes and criteria for evaluating the reportinis: instrument 

32. In this section, the suitability of the nroposed reportin? instrutnent is 
examined in the light of the replies as they refer to tlle content, structure 
and interpretation of the reporting instrument. The layout of the main table 
is shown in figure 1 below. 

33. In considering the suitability of the proposed instrument and the comtnents 
on it, the purposes that guided its design should be kept in mind. Of the 
purposes noted above, in section 1 R, dealing with arms limitation and disarmament 
aims, those having the most direct relevance to the structure of the matrix are: 
to define and detail military expenditures so as to reflect military forte 
capability with reasonable clarity; to ease verification; and to facilitate 
implementation as soon as practicallg possible. The Panel recognizes that these 
purposes tend to have divergent influentes on the matrix - the first tends to 
cal1 for new categories and special detail; the second, Por considerable detail 
and connectability to other national statistics; Frhile the last requires the use 
of traditional categories and little detail. Furthermore, it is recognized that 
requirements in the matrix , when used in a confidente-building role such as 
voluntary reporting, will differ from requirements when the instrument has a 
function in expenditure limitation agreements. The Panel considers, as the 
previous groups of experts did in their reports, that the matrix, in its current 
stage in the process of implementation, mus?; necessarily represent a compromise 
among these different tendencies and roles. 

34. The criteria in designing the proposed instrument are of interest to the 
current test of its suitability. Three criteria for evaluating the standard 
format were suggested in section II, paragraph 62: of the 19’76 report 
(h/31/222/Rev.l): 

(a) Structure and scope of informa-Con needed for comparisons of military 
ïxpenditures; 

(b) Technical feasibility: what kind of data can Mates present for 
statistical purposes? 

(c) Ease of verification. 

35. These criteria are kept in mind in the analvsis that follows, which takes 
V? in turn, several aspects of the standard accounts, including the over-al1 
loundaries or scope of military expenditures, the general nature of each of the 
;tTO dimensions in the double-entry system; the major categories in each 
Limension and, finally, the detailed categories. 



1. 

1.1 

1.1.1 
111.2 

101.3 

1.2 
1.2.1 

1.2.2 

12.3 
1.2.b 

1.2.5 

2. 

2.1 
2.1.1 

2.1.2 

es.3 

2.1.4 

2-J .5 

2.1.6 

2.1.1 

2.1.8 

2.1.9 

2.1.10 

2.1.11 

2.2 

2.2.1 

2.2.2 

2.2.3 
2.1.4 

2.2.5 

2.2.6 

2.2.7 

2.2.8 

2.2.9 

2.2.10 

2.2.11 

2.2.12 

22.13 

3. 

3.1 

1.2 

4. 
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Scone and leve1 of detail of military expenditures in the prouosed system 

36. The boundaries of military expenditures shoulù first of al1 be defined in 
such a way as best to facilitate mm5 liEitati.on and disarmsment measures. 
lherefore, the aim is military capability rather than total cost or economic 
ourden. !Che main interest beinE current and future forte potential, 
sxpenditures related to past activities are generally excluded. For the preaent 
?urpose, boundaries of military expenditures include those "activities whose 
,bject is the research, development, provision, assembly, maintenance and 
ieployment of current and future force potential intended for application mainly 
tgainst externa1 forces" (A/31/222/Rev.l, executive summary, para, ll). 

j7. nere were some areas of uncertainties recognized by previous expert groups 
*egardin@ these boundaries, namely: 

(a) Paramilitary forces; 

(b) Civil defence; 

(c) Military assistance; 

(d) Stockpiling of strategic commodities; 

(e) Mothballed or reserve arms production facilities. 

he proposed forma-t includes the first three mentioned above, while the la& 
VO were excluded. 

3. Considering existing differences in national budgeting and accounting 
ractices, previous experts were of the opinion that a detailed presentation 
P resource costs was needed to facilitate consistent measuring of military 
Kpenditures and to render such expenditures reasonably comparable between 
bates (A/31/222/Rev.l, sect. II; para. 67). 

(a) Responden&' comments 

1. No country raised any general objections to the scope of military 
cpenditures as it has been conceived in the testeà reporting instrument. 
lncerning the degree of detail, France stated explicitly that it regarded the 
W-ix as beinf: " presented in too detailed a form for it to be possible . . . 
) provide -he Pane& at this stape, with a repl‘r in this form. It has 
Ibrefore, seemed preferable to prepare a double-entry matrix corresponding 
1 the hudgetary categories in use in France." Morway stated that "the 
Impletion of the matrix has proved to be a time-consuming task. Ibis is 
'imarily due to the fact that the subdivision of the ?Torwegian Defence 
'tablishment follows a pattern based on other criteria than the matrix clraxm 
1 by the Ad Hoc Panel. .., If the matrix #ere to be altered to enable the 
quired information to be obtained directly from I\lorwegian accounts, this 
uld entail changes which would presumably be unacceptable and serve little 
rpose otherwise.' 

! . . . 



hD, zwecìec, on the other hand., declared that it had “encountered. no great 
difficulties when filliny in the matrix”. Neasures fns its improvement should, 
therefore, “not cñange ‘che main structure and content of the proposed reporting 
instrument whiclî the Swedish kvernment resards as an appropriate, viable and 
recommndable means of reporting militarv e.xpcnd3.tures’s, 

42, The JJnited States stated that “1Jnited States data that can be inserted 
?irectlv tõcomplete the proposed. matrix in its entirety is not rendily avnilable 1. , 
at pres ent . . * nccounting of actual outlays follorrs the appropriation categories 
used by the ConF;ress of the United States in Ftranting budget authority to United 
States government aGencias . . . . out1ays ) whic!? are not the main financia1 
neasure used in United States bud,!?etary planning and accounting, are readily 
available only in this format.” 

(b) Enel’s comments 

h2. It lies in tñe nature of standardization that a standardized format ten& 
to be more suitable for some countries and. less so for others. 3evertheless, it 
was possi,hle also for al1 countries to structure their military expenditures in 
apnroxinate accordance, at least, Irith the main cate;r,ories in the matrix. 

(c) Panel’s acsessment 

43. Eti vieT!r of the fact th.a-6 no countries bad any ob,iections concernin- ,the 
general scope of military expenditures as defined bg the matrix and that only 
J?ra.nce and two other countries did not at the time of replyinp: report their 
figures on a ver’? detailed. level, the Panel consiil.ers that the current scope and 
detail of information requested by the matrix are ,n;enerally appropriate. This 
does not, of course, preclude certain minor modifications srith the view of further 
improving and simplifyin~ the matrix. Such questions will be discussed beloT?, 

torce Rroups (coluzqn henc?inqs) I-w 

WF. The classification of column hea,dinns in the matrix represents a compromise 
between functional cate::orization lq missiou or programme (Strategic forces, 
Support) and the traditional organixation or a$ency cateFories (Rrmy, Vavy, 
Air Forte), 

Stratectic forces (column 1) 

(a) Respondents’ commens 

45 Amonp the respondents, France and thr? United States have strategic forces. 
UnAer this column, Yrance reported its expen?itures on bo-th strategic nuclear 
forces and tactical nuclear arms, The reason for this, however, was no-t explaine< 

46 , !j?he Uniter! States d.id not fil1 in the columns for strategic Torces in its 
nain table, trhich seflects military orl):a.nizations, hut did. provide supplementary 
daca showing oì.)lifla.tional. authoritv for the strate;oic forces progrsmme by resourc 
cost cate-;orN. Stratek~ic forces are said to iuclude offensive and defensive 
aircraft and missile units, 



(b) Panel's comments 

47. r%ile there is no universally accepted definition of strate,gic forces, 
generally speaking, the term implies weapons of mass destruction with 1onR or 
intercontinental range. For example, the SALT II Treatv covers intercontinental 
ballistic missiles with R range of over 5,500 kilometres, submarine-launched 
ballistic missiles and heavy bombers. Another question that needs to be settled 
is the extent to which deliverg systems such as aircraft and submarines should be 
included under the heading of strategic forces. 

(c) Panel's assessment 

48. Concerning strategic nuclear weapons, the Panel recommends that respondents 
should. apply, if appropriate, the definitions elaboratcd in the SALT II Treaty. 
Should this not be done, respondents are requested to explain the definition used. 
In addition to this, theg should also, under this column, report their 
expenditures on al1 such forces or units that are specifically equipped and 
trained to operate systems for carrying and delivering strategic nuclear arms. 

49, Wpenditures on other nuclear arms and forces should be reported elsewhere 
in the matrix. 

Central support, administration and command (columns 6 and 7) 

(a) Resnondentss comments 

50. ?Torway suggested that central support administration and command be viewed 
as a single heading. 

(b) Panel's assessment 

51. I"‘tince the ma.jority of respondents did submit data in both columns, the Panel 
considers that no chan,rSe is called for. 

Paramilitary forces (column 0) 

(a) Resnondents' comments 

52. Six countries reported expenditures on paramilitary forces, Eelgium declared 
that its Kendarmerie was a public forte established to ensure the maintenance of 
order and law enforcement; it participated in the preparation of moblization 
operations. France also defined its pendarmerie as a paramilitary forte. The 
Federal Republic of Qermany stated that it did no-t dispose of f-orces which fall 
under this heading and. that the "Dundesp;renzschutz" was by lay strictly limite?! 
to police functions. Indonesia noted that its police forte was part of the 
Armed Services, and thus organized und.er the Department of Defence, Italy 
annotated column 8 16th the abbreviation "G.F./P.S." TThich stands for xrds 
Finances" and "Police'l of the "Snistry of Interior, The Yetherlands reported no 

: figures under column 8 but presented the expenditures on its ‘%Iarechaussee” 
forces instead under column 5 (Other combat forces). It was explained that the 
"i'larechaussee" forces ?Tere charEed with externa1 as well as interna1 securitv 
tasks. 

/ . . . 
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53. In spite of the problems of definition involved, no changes were suggested 
by any respondent concerninq the columna for paramilitnry forces. 

(b) Panel's comments 

54, As noted in the Panel's instructions for filling in the matrix, those 
forces that are organized, equipped and able to function similarly to the regular 
srmed forces should be regarded as paramilitary and expenditures reported 
accordingly. The information received by the respondents concerning the forces 
in question has not been sufficient to enable the Panel to analyse the 
interpretations of its instructions, In any future reporting, further clarifying 
descriptions of the forces would be helpful, 

(c) Panel's assessment 

55. No change is called for. 

Civil defence (col= 9) 

(a) Responden&' comments 

56. About half of the respondents supplied data on civil defence. Some of then 
submitted special comments, raising, inter alia, the question whether civil 
defence should be included within the bounds of military expenditures or be 
excluded from the matrix. 

57. Australia pointed out that although an emount had been included under Civil 
Defence, Australian Civil Defence did not fall within the terms of the United 
Vations definition in that it was more oriented to nakional disaster than 
conflicts. The Federal Republic of Gernany stated that "the task of civil 
defence is to protect the civilian population, homes and places of work. . . . 
Due to its intrinsic non-military character, it Trould be the preferente of the 
Federal German Government not to include these data in a military expenditure 
framework although they have been reproduced in the current matrix for reasons 
of transparency". Indonesia stated that its civil defence was organized by the 
Department of Interior, while technical guidance and support was given by the 
amea services. The Netherlands stressed that the figures reported on civil 
defence originated from the budget of the Mnistry of the Interior and only 
represented estimates. The Dutch Government also expressed the opinion that if a 
reporting State considered it to be unsuitable to report on civil defence 
expenditures, such a view should be expressed by that State in its reply. Norwav 
stated that civil defence expenditures Irere not covered by the Defence Budaet 
and therefore not included in the matrix, Sweden argued that the main purpose of 
a country's civil de'fence is ti protect the civilian population and not to 
contribute to the military strength of the country. It was therefore doubtful 
whether such expenditures should be treated 1ik.e militan expenditures. In view 
of this, the Saedish Government said it would prefer tú have the column for civil 
defence removed from the rnatrix. The United States inncluded al1 outlays of the 
Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, since reorganized into the Peaeral 3Wergency 
Management Agency. 

/ . . . 
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(b) Panel's assessment 

55. In view of this, the Panel suggests that the rep0rtin.g of civil defence is a 
question primarily for countries with strategic forces and that figures concerning 
civil defence should be requested as supplementary information in the reporting 
instrument but outside the total for military expenditures in the matrix proper. 

Resource costs (row headings) 

53. The structure of the resource cost classification was intended first of al1 to 
help assure that the expenditures reported for each forte group (column headings) 
be of uniform content. Furthermore, the classification was designed to reflect 
the broad time-stages in which the military capability being purchased would be 
realized. Thus, current operating expenditures are relevant to immediate 
capabilities; equipment procurement and construction expenditures to 
intermediate-term capabilities; and research and development expenditures to 
long-term capabilities. It was also intended that the resource breakdown of 
expenditure would assist in the assurance and verification aspects. 

60. Post respondents used the major resource headings, without apparent 
difficulty. One country said, in its reply, that it employed its own national 
categories, instead of the major row and column headings, but these appear to 
conform closely to those in the proposed matrix and alternative standard 
headings were not suggested. 

61. Some of the detailed headings presented problems to some countries, as could 
be expected with any standard classification. For a number of detailed categories 
some countries presented no data, usually without indication as to whether this 
was owing to difficulties or preferente. 

62. The Panel has found reason to consider specifically the following detailed 
resource categories. 

Personnel (row 1.1) 

(a) Respondents' comments 

63. Austria explained that it reported its expenditures on both military and 
civilian personnel on active duty on one single row. Canada changed the 
item 1.1.2, "Conscripts", to "Regular forces" and reserved the following item 
strictly for expenditures on reserve forces. Indonesia declared that it reported 
salaries and allowances for al1 military personnel, regular and draft under 
item 1.1.2, "Conscripts". It also stated that the figures did not include 
pension funds, while the Betherlands stated that military pensions were reported 
under column 6, "Support". The JJnited States indicated that rows 1.1.2-3 
covered al1 military personnel compensation and the entry in column 7 was military 
retirement pay. 
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(b) Panel's comments 

44. Since severa1 countries have evidently encountered some difficulties in 
reporting their expenditures on personnel, the structure of subitems under 
"Personnel" ought to be made more suitable for reporting regardless of whether 
a. country has voluntary or eonscripted forces. 

(c) Panel's asses sneïit 

65. rjilitary categories should come first and civilian last. A category for 
voluntary military personnel should be included (see revised matrix in 
subsection D beloyJ). 

66;. Tbe aim should be to exclude payments for past services, but to include 
payments for current and future services, such as payments into pension funds or 
the liability incurrec? for such payments. If data on the latter is unavailable, 
the forraer might serve as a surrogate, particularlv if the numbers of personnel 
remain at the same level. In any event, an explanation of the .nature of the data 
submitted should accompany the reports. 

Operation and maintenance (row 1.2) 

(a) Respondents' comments 

67. rloncerning subitem 1.2.2, Waintenance and repair", respondents were 
requesteri not to report major modifications and repairs containing substantial 
investment elements under this item, hut inste& to report such expenditures under 
their respective procurement or construction items. The Betherlands and Swedcn 
declared explicitly that they had done so. Y'or does any other respon&ent seem 
to have haõ any trouble in tbis re.gard. 1 

I 
' 68. Concerning subitem 1.2.3, "Travel expenses etc.", Plorway proPosed that the 

subitem be confined to travel expenses only, Streden suggested that it should be 
renamed "Purchased services" with the following explanatory lines inserted in the 
guidelines: "This item should include expenditures for various kinds of purchased 
services such as travel expenses, postal charges, printing expenses and other." 

Ql. Concerning subitem 1.2.4, "Real estatc rents", Indonesia stated that its 
expenditures reported under this item were coafined to the use of electricity, 
telephone, water and yas and that there mere no rents, because almost al1 

1 

facilities, including lanas used b?~ military units for establishments, TTere 1 
government properties. Sweden pointed to the fact that expenditures for the use ) 
of buildings and other facilities could be reported in the tested matrix under ' 
severa1 subitems and suggested that respondents should be requested to report al1 
kinds o-f rent costs under one single item. 

(b) Panel's assessment 

70. Concerning subitems 1.2.2 and 1,2.)-c, no change seems to be called for. I 
! 

Subitem 1.2.3? with its related guidelines, ou$it to be modified according to the) 
SVedish proposition as described abave. 1 

/ . . . 
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Procurement (ro77 2.1) 

(a) Re~spondents' comments 

71. In the Panel's guidelines to the matrix, respondents mere requested ta 
submit information concerning retirement and average-length-of-service rates 
for various kinds of equipment. Only one country did in fact supply such 
information. Canada explicitly stated that as a result of deferrals in most 
re-eq.uipment proqrammes over the past severa1 yyears, average-length-of-service 
rates would not be particularly meaningfult. 

72. Italy su,-;gested that respondents chould be requcsted 3.1~0 to report the 
unit costs of the largest items of equipment (missiles, tanks and combat aircraft), 
in order to make it easier to compare individual militar:: budgets. 

73. The United States noted that outlays under official United States 
procurement appropriation accounts, except for their personnel compensation 
component, were assigned in their entirety to the most applicable cells of the 
matrix. 

(b) Panel's assessment 

7 l.!. . In spite of the obvious difficulties in obtaining relevant information about 
Lveraqe-length-of-service rates, the Panel feels that the reporting instrument 
3hould still contain a request for such information, 

?5. Concerning the Italian proposal that unit costs also should be reported, it 
.s the Panel's opinion that although such information srould be valuable, to 
*equest it would raise complex new issues going beyond the present scope 09 the 
oeporting instrument. 

Ordnance and ammunition (row 2.1.8) 

(a) Respondentsv comments 

5. Indonesia stated that its figures under this suhitem only reflected 
:rpenditures for the procurements of ammunition. Sweden did the same thing and 
Zdedthat it had not found the definition of ordnance quite clear. 

(b) Panel's assessment 

7 . The ambiguity surrounding the terms "Ordnance" contained in subitem 2.1.8 
~3 the two preceding subitems, "Artiller,y" and "Other ground forte weapons", 
tould be clarified. Thc Panel's solution is to omit "Ordnance" from 2.1.8 and to 
mame subitem 2.1.7 "Other ordnance and ground forte lreapons". 
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Construction (ro77 2.2) 

(a) Respondents' comments 

78. Belgium, Italv and the Netherlands, all of whom presented detailed information 
under other reGe categories, did not, however, rcport any figures under the 
subitems of "Construction". JYorway noted that expenditures for military 
assistance under "Construction" were those in connexion Vith North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (r\rnTO) infrastructure programmes, and that they were zincluded 
only in the aggregate for "Construction" since it had not been considered feasible 
to split up those expenditures into different resource costs. The United States 
noted that Marine Corps construction was included in Navy construction, and also 
stated that for separate ana distinct projects, particularly major procurement 
and construction projects, budget authority provided ful1 funding, that is, the 
entire cost to complete the project regardless of the expected time of completion. 
On the other hand, seven of the other respondents reported figures under the 
subitems of "Construction". Vo suggestions were made, either to remove or to 
modify the structure of subitems under the cost category (row 2.2). 

(b) Panel's assessment 

79. The fact that a number of countries did not submit detailed data under 
'Construction" is not in the Panel's opinion a sufficient reason to remove any 
of the subitems in cluestion. The Panel recommends therefore that this par-t of the 
matrix be lrept as it is. 

Research and develonment (roIr 3) 

(a) Respondents' comments 

80. The Netherlands reported the total amount for "Research and development" but 
explained that "for technical reasons" these expenditures had been included in 
the appropriate "procurement" items. Sweàen expressed concern at the fact that 
basic research would probably be identified and reported according to very 
different principies by different countries. The United States stated that 
research and development covered the support for R and D activities and projects 
not related to items approved for procurement or deployment. 

(b) Panel's assessment 
., 

81. The Panel recognizes that some difficulties may arise in providing data undefi 
categories 3.1 and 3.2. In order to help provide a basis for further improvement& 
in this part of the matrix, the Panel considers further reporting, while ;;, 
continuing to employ the aggregate category 3, should provide data or suggest 
definitions for such alternative categories as may be available and useful. 

$~ 
" I 1: 
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C. Quantitative analysis of replies 

02. The matrix has a pyramidal structure which allows countries to report their 
militar-y expenditures on three levels of aggregation. This possibility was 
explicitly recognized in the guidelines for filling.in the matrix. Nevertheless, 
a majority of the participating countries did submit information at the most 
detailed of the three levels of aggregation. Four of the remaining countries have 
done so with regard to al1 cost categories except for item 2.2, "Construction". 
Only one of the 14 respondents did no-t use the most detailed leve1 at all. 

03. Al1 figures were reported in terms of the respective country's national 
currency; For aggregation and comparison purposes4 these figures were converted 
to United States dollars and special drawing rights (SDR) by means of the average 
exchange rates published by the International Monetary Fund for the relevant time 
periods. The question of conversion is discussed in section III A. 

84. The total value of the military expenditures reported by the 14 participating 
countries amounts to $US 176 billion (for reporting years that varied somewhat., 
as noted in section II A). This amount can be taken to represent roughly as' much 
as 35 to 40 per cent of world military expenditures in 1978. b/ The expenditures 
reported are shown in table 1, 

Table 1. Total miiitay expenditures reported by participating countries 

(in millions of US dollars and SDR of the reporting period) 

country Reporting period 
Millions of 
US dollars Millions of SDR 

Australia 
Austria 
Belgiutn 
Canada 
France 
Germany, Federal 

Republic of 
Indonesia 
rtaly 
ìdexico 
Netherlands 
aew Zealand 
Norway 
Sweden 
United States 

1/7/1g78-3o/6/1g79 3 064 
1/1/1979-31/12/197p 882 
1/1/1gi%-31/12/?378 2 664 
V+/wi'8-31/3/wi'9 3 733 
l/l/lgOo-31/12/1g8o 21 6’i’g 

1/1/1g78-31/12/w’8 19 417 15 510 
1/4/1978-31/3/1979 1 405 1 107 
l/l/lg8o-31/12/1g8o 6 966 5 260 
l/l/lg8o-W12/1g8o 515 389 
1/1/wi’8-31/W1978 4 508 3 601 
W/w’8-WWxm 313 247 
1/1/1978-31/12/1978 1 361 1 087 
N’/1978-3o/G/wi’9 3 242 2 530 
1/WWi’7-W9/1978 ro6 354 86 891 

2 391 
683 

2 128 
2 941 

16 368 

d/ According to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) 
Yearbõok of World Armaments snd Diaarmament of 1980 y world military expenditures 
!%monnted to $US 440 billion in 1978. Other sources show somewhat higher estimates 
for that year. 
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85. For most of the items appearing under resource costs, total figures have been 
reported by a majority of respondents. This is also true concerning the colurnns 

of the forte groups. The number of answers under each specific heading, either 
explicitly or implicitly by adding together the more detailed data received., is 
shown in tables 2 and 3. -. 

Table 2. liumber of entries in the total column of each item 

Number of entries 

Resource costs Explicit Explicit and Implicit 

1. 

1.1 

1.1.1 

1.1.2 

1.1.3 

1.2 

1.2.1 

1.2.2 

1.2.3 

1.2.4 

1.2.5 

2. 

2.1 

2.1.1 

2.1.2 

2.1.3 

2.1.4 

2.1.5 

2.1.6 

2.1*7 

2.1.8 

2.1.9 

OPEBATING COSTS 

Personnel 

Civilian 

Conscripts 

Other military, incl. reserves 

Operations and maintenance 

Materials for current use 

Maintenance and repair 

Travel expenses etc. 

Real estate rents 

Other 

PROCUR~iEMT ARD COWSTRUCTIO!T 

Procurement -- 
Aircraft and engines 

Missiles incl. conv. warheads 

Nuclear warheads and bombs 

Ships and boats 

Armoured vehicles 

Artillery 

Other ground forte weapons 

Ordnance snd ammunition 

Electronics and communications 

2.1.10 Non-armoured vehicles 

2.1.11 Other 

ll 

14 

12 

9 

11 

10 

12 

12 

11 

10 

13 

11 

ll 

23 

7 

7 
11 

10 

10 

9 

13 

9 

11 

13 

14 
14 

12 

10 

12 

14 

12 

12 

11 

10 

13 

14 

14 

13 

7 

9 

11 

10 

10 

9 

13 

9 

11 
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Table 2. (continued) 

Number of entries 

Resource costs Explicit lkplicit and Implicit 

2.2 

2.2.1 

2.2.2 ‘_ 

2.2.3 

2.2.4 

2.2.5 

2.2.6 

2.2.7 

2.2.0 

2.2.9 

2.2.10 

2.2.11 

2.2.12 

,2.2.13 

3. 

3.1 

3.2 

Construction 

Airbases, airfields 

Missile sites 

Naval bases and facilities 

Xlectronics etc. 

Personnel facilities 

Medical facilities 

Training facilities 

Warehouses 1 depots etc. 

Command and adm. facilities 

Fortifications 

Shelters 

Land 

Other 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMJNT 

Basic and applied research 

Development, testing and 
evaluation 

Total 

12 14 

7 7 

5 5 
G 6 

7 7 
8 8 

7 7 
G 6 

7 7 
6 G 

6 6 

7 7 
8 8 

9 9 
11 13 

G G 

7 
14 

7 
14 

/ . . . 
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Table 3. fiTmber of entxies in the total row of each fOXC@ ñXOUP I 

Ei 

Column No. Foxce groups 

1. Stxategic forces 

2. Lana forces 

3. Naval forces 

4. Aix foxces 

5. Other cornbat foxces 

6. Support 

7. Command 

8. Paramilitary foxces 

9. Civil defence 

10. EIome terxitoxy 

11. Abxoad 
12. United Nations peace-keeping 

l!Tmbex of entxies 
explicitly stated 

7 

13 

11 

', 12 

10 

10 

12 

8 

7 

7 

9 
8 

13. TO-t&L 14 

1 

86. As shown by table 2, al1 xespondents have been able to supply their figures 
concerning "Operating costsr' and "Procurement and construction" both at that leve1 
and the next lowex leve1 of aggxegation. Regarding the cost categoxy "Research 
and developmentf', only one countxy has failed to supply any figures at all. !Ihe 
subitems under this category have, however, pxesented some difficulties of 
intexpretation fox a numbex of the respondents. No countxy has suggested that 
these items ought to be modifíed ox deleted. 

87. Concerning the structuxe of foxce gxoups, table 3 shows that the main / 

columns 1 to 7 are generally applicable. The low number of enswers under " Stxategi( 
Torces" is natuxally due to the fact that only two of the participating countxies 
possess such armaments an$ that most of the other xespondents found it superfluous , 
to state explicitly that,they do not. 

88. Although the numbex of xeplies undex columns 8 to 12 is rathex limited, no / 

changes seem to be indicated except for the column of "Civil defence", which was 1 
discussed above (paras. 56-58). 1 

89. A majoxity of paxticipating countries provided answers to the questions in 
part II'of the instxuctions of the reporting instxument. 

1 

i 

/ 
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90. In view of the preceding paragraphs, the Panel has arrived at the conclusion 
that its quantitative analysis gives no reason to suggest any substantial changes 

' in the structure of the matrix. Some limited modifications may, however, seem to 
be indicated in the light of this analysis. The reporting instrument, including 
the matrix as revised and recommended by the Panel , is presented in section II D 
below. 

91. The matrix is constructed in such a way as to give smple opportunities for 
various analytical calculations and comparisons which would help in assessing 
information needed for future disarmament negotiations. In the following 
paragraphs, some examples are given of the types of calculations that are possible. 

92. The matrix allows,for the distribution of military expenditures between 
different cost categories such as operating costs, procurement and construction 
as well as research and development. It is also possible to simultaneously 
distribute the expenditures according to different forte groups both in absolute 
figures and in percentages, which are shown in tables 4 to 6 in which the military 
expenditures of the participating countries have been aggregated. 

/ . . . 



Tablc 4. Dietribution of military expenditures accordinn to cost i ,! 

categories and force groups $ 

(Total expenditures in millions of US dollars) 

,Militaky assistaoce 
Central support UN 

Stra- Other adminiatration Para- H0me Peace 
tegic Lana Naval Air combat , and command mílitary Civil terri- keep- Total 

Resource coets forces foroes forces forces forces Support Command forces defence tory Abroad ing (l-12) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) 

1. Operating costs 1 333 36 128 23 555 25 579 4 109 11 047 12 621 4 987 339 6 80 77 122 191 

2. Procurement and 
construction 3 266 9 322 12 106 ll 880 433 1 562 481 333 125 116 79 0 40 325 , 

3. ñesearch and 
development í 621 2 028 3 438 3 814 300 1 556 125 0 12 0 0 0 12 973 

4. Total 6 220 47 478 39 098 41 274 4 843 14 165 13 132 5 318 534 122 643 i39 176 104 

Note: Components do not always add up to the total due to undistributed expenditures and statistical discrepancy. 
Thisze applies aleo to tables > to 13. 

Table 5. Distribution of military expenditures according to cost 
categories and force groups 

(Total expenditures in millions of special draving rights) 

Military aasistance 
Central support UN 

Stra- Other administration Para- Home Peace 
Land laval Air combat and comand military Civil terri- 

Resource costs forces forces formes forces forma Support 
kyp- $;;f 

Command forces defenee tory Abroad mg. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) 

1. Operating costs 1007 28 905 19 031 20 590 3 275 a 754 10 226 3 947 2-m 5 63 61 9-r 956 

2. Procurement and 
construction 2 594 7 415 9 767 9 550 346 1 239 380 259 95 93 63 0 32 286 

3. Fiesearch and 
development 1 224 1 643 2 794 3 079 221 1 255 97 0 10 0 0 0 10 391 

4. Total 4 825 37 963 31 591 33 219 3 849 11 248 10 629 4 204 426 97 522 112 141 132 
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Table 6. Mstribution of military exaenditures accord<m 
cost categories and forte groupe 

(Total wxaditwes, percentages) 

Forte gmups 

1 
Rtsowce coets 

Stra- 
tegic 
forceí 

(1) 

0.8 

1.9 

1. Operating costa 

2. Procurement and 
conatruction 

3. Reeearch and 
development 

4. wx&l 

- 

Land 
forces 

(2) 

.20.5. 

5.3 

I I I TI 
(3) (4) (5) k) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (125 (13) 

13.4 14.5 2.3 6.3 7.2 2.8 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 69.4 

6.9 6.7 0.2 0.9 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 22.9 

2.0 2.2 0.2 0.9 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.4 

22.2 23.4 2.8 8.0 7.5 3.0 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.1 100.0 

93. !Lhe data received maP also be assembled in such a we.y as to show the percentage distribution of each cost 
categoty over the varioua force groups. This is shown in table 7. The same thing may also be shown for each force 
group according to the variou coet categories. lhis is shown in table 8. 

Table 7. Distribution of military exnenditures according to 
cost categories and force groups 

(Percentage of rov totals) 

Reaonrce costa (3) 

1. Operating coets 

2. Procurement and 
conetruction 

19.3 

Other Central support Paramil- 
Air combat administration itarg 

forces forces and command forces 
support Command 

(4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

.20.9 3.4 9.0 10.3 4.1 

3 

8.1 1. 23.1 30.0 29.5 1.1 3.9 1.2 0.8 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.0 100.0 

1. Research and 
development 12.5 15.6 26.5 29.4 2.3 12.0 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 100,o 

‘. Total 3.5 27.0 22.2 23.4 2.8 8.0 7.5 3.0 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.1 100.0 4 

Stra- 
tegio Land 

l- 

forces forces 
Naval 
forces 

I . . . 



Force groups 

7 
Resource costs \ 

1. Operating coats 

2. ~oeurement ana 
construction 

3. Rcsearch ana 
dcvelopment 

4. Tbtal 

Stra- 
tegic 
forcea 

52.5 

26.1 
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Table 8. Distribution of military expendituree according to 
cost categories and forte groups 

(Per 

iiiqzqL 
lorces forces forces 

!entage of column totals) 

Other Central support Paramil 
combat adninistration itarv 
forces and command 

I 
fOl&3 

i3uppm-t 1 Command 

(5) (6) (7) (8) 

84.9 78.0 94.7 93.7 

.8.9 11.0 3;6 6.3 

6.2 11.0 0.9 0.0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

, 

,Military essistance 
Civil 

íefence Heme PZce "12) 
terri- keep- 

tory Abroad ing 

(9) (10) (11) (12) (13) 
- 

636.5 4.7 12.5 SS& 69.4 
- 

22;5 ,g5.3 12.3 0.2 22.9 
- 

2.3 0.0 0.0 0 :o 7.4 
- 

100.0 100.0 100.0 1oo;o 100.0 

94. On a lower leve1 of aggegation, the distribution of military expenditties, 
tith in abaolute figures and in percentage pointa. 

is shown within each cost category, 
Thia is showu in tablas 9 and 11. It should be noted that the arsount 

and perceutagt shown here for the detailed leve18 are often uuderatated since couutries did not fully distribute 
aggregated amounte into their detailed componenta. 

Table 9. Distribution of military emenditureB within the 
cost category "Operating coats" 

Cost category 

1. OPERATIBG CCSTS 

1.1 Personnel 

1.1.1 Civilian 
1.1.2 Conscripts 
1.1.3 Other military, incl. reserves 

1.2 Ooerations and maintenance 

1.2.1 Katerials for current u8e 
1.2.2 Maintenance ana repair 
1.2.3 Travel expenses et& 
1.2.4 Real estate renta 
1.2.5 Other 

Millions of 
US dollare 

122 197 

82 556 

25 212 

3 56'1 
45 090 

39 650 

3 184 

4 827 
1 029 

352 
2 701 

Percentage 

100.0 

6f.5 

20.6 

2.9 

36.9 

32.4 

2.6 

4.0 
0.8 

0.3 
2.2 



Table 10. Distribution of military expenditure within 
the cost category "Procurement and 
construction" _ .e 

Cost category 
Millions of 
US dollars Percentage 

2. 

2.1 

2.1.1 

2.1.2 

2.1.3 

2.1.4 

2.1.5 

2.1.6 

2.1.7 

2.1.8 

2.1.9 

2.1.10 

2.1.11 

2.2 

2.2.1 

2.2.2 

2.2.3 

2.2.4 

2.2.5 

2.2.6 

PROCURWNT AND CONSTRUCTION 

'Procurement 

Aircraft and engines 

JvX,ssiles incl. conv. warheads 

Nuclear warheads and bombs 

Ships and boats 

Armoured vehicles 

Artillery 

Other ground forte weapons 

Ordnance and ammunition 

Electronics and communications 

Non-armoured vehicles 

Other 

Construction 

Air bases, airfields 

Missile sites 

Naval bases and facilities 

Electronics etc. 

Personnel facilities 

Medical facilities 

40 325 

34 927 

12 350 

273 

2 070 

4 242 

2 107 

251 

112 

1 791 

888 

593 

5 688 

5 352 

91 

16 

30 

46 

390 

48 

100.0 

86.6 

30.6 

0.7 

5 *.l 

10.5 

5.2 

0.6 

0.3 

4.4 

2.2 

1.5 

14.1 

13.3 

0.2 

0.0 

0.1 

0.1 

1.0 

0.1 

/ . . . 
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'Jable 10 (continued) 

Cost category 
Millions oî 
US dollars,, ,.. Perce,nta&Z 

2.2.7 Training facilities 268 0.7 

2.2.6 Warehouses, depots, etc. 159 0.4 

2.2.9 Command and adm, facilities Lls4 0.3 

2.2.10 Fortifications 41 0.1 

2.2.11 Shelters 42 0.1 

2.2.12 Land 51 0.1 

2.2.13 Other 674 1.7 

Table 11. ~stribution of military expenditures within 
the cost category "Research and development" 

Cost category 

3. RESEARCH AIVD DhVELOPMEiVT IP 

Millions of 
US dollars 

12 973 

Percentage 

lOC,O 

3.1 Basic and applied research 

3.2 Development, testing and 
evaluation 

-- 

95. The percentage distribution of military expenditures can be easily 
calculated either by forte groups or by resource costs as shown in tables 12 and 
13. 
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Table 12. Percentage distribution of military expenditures by force groups 

Other Parami- Military assistauce 
groups Strategic Lmd Naval. Air oombat litmy Civil Iiome UN Peace- Total 

forces forces forces forces forces Support Command forces defence territory AbroaSL keeping (1 - 12) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (91 (10) (11) (12) (13) 

,ustralia 
,ustria 
'<-lgiwu 

Lanada 

Yanc e 

bermany, Fea 
Rep. of 

:ndonesia 
:taly 

iexico 
letherlands 
[ew Zealand 

IOrWW 

100.0 
93.8 3.9 1.3 1.1 100.0 

. . 42.9 5.3 2&8 . . 3.7 1.3 13.3 0.4 . . 0.2 l *  100.0 

C. 21.2 17.1 25.5 . . 16.6 17.6 . . 0.1 0.0 1.3 0.6 100.0 
19.1 25.1 13.8 15.8 3.3 IO,1 3.8 9.1 100.0 

39.8 9.1 18.7 . . 29.5 0.8 1.3 0.4 0.3 0.0 100 .o 

. . 40.3 15.7 12.3 . . 10.4 2.5 18.7 .,, . . . . . . . 100.0 
32.5 15.6 24.9 14.4 9.0 2.5 1.1 100.0 
89.2 6.6 100 .o 
40.6 19.5 20.8 1.9 14.4 0.0 1.8 0.4 0.6 100 .o 
36.4 22.0 30.2 0.1 11.2 0.2 0.0 100 .o 

. . 28.8 20.9 27.8 . . 18.151 . . .a. 2.0 0.8 1.7 100 .o 

Eueden . . 33.4 14.2 34.7 ., 9.2 3.9 

Inited States 1.9 bl 23.3 28.7 26.4 2.9 3.6 10.0 

E/ 'phis figure applies to co~ms 6 and 7 jointly. 
k/ Partial data only. 

. . .a 0.6 100.0 . . 2.6 

2.5 0.1 0.5 0.1 100.0 

/ *.. 



Australia 

Austria 

Belgium 

Canade 

France 

Germeny, Fea. 
Fiep. of 

Indonesia 

ICaly 

Mexico 

Netherlande 

New Zealand 

NOrWW 

Sveden 

United States 

Te.ble 13. Percentage distribution of military expenditures by resource coets 

Operating costs 

Operationa 
ana 

rsonnel maintennnce Tota.l. 

Racurement and Research and 
conatruction development 

Procurement Conotruction Total 

50.4 26.2 76.6 16.7 3.6 20.3 

47.9 20.2 68.1. 23.6 0.3 31.8 

55.4 19.5 74.8 18.7 6.4 25.1 

55.1 28.7 03.8 12.9 2.5 15.4 

36.8 27.1 63.9 18.8 4.3 23.1 

41.4 28.2 69,6 19.0 7.0 26.0 

47*9 27.7 76.6 14.0 7.8 23.3 

49.0 23.9 72.9 24.0 1.8 25.8 

78.0 13.8 91.8 2.4 1.4 8.0 

56.7 19.4 76.1 19.6 3.4 23.0 

59.4 29.3 88.7 7.4 3.1 10.5 

45.7 27.4 73.1 21.0 5.1 26.1 

40.4 19.2 59.6 29.3 5.6 34.8 

48.8 20.3 69.1 20.2 1.8 22.0 

Research Development Tota 

0.9 

0.5 0.3 0.8 

0.8 

1.5 4.0 5.6 

8.3 

Totsl milti 
expenditu 
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96. The above tables should be regarded as examples of such analytical 
calculations as could be made on the basis of the supplied data. The reader is 

gzeferred fo,r. further study:to annexes 1 ar+d,,IV containing the data as received 
f"from the participating countries. 

=.( 
. 

D. Revised and recommended reportinp 
instrument 

ew-..2 

97. Having, examined the replies received from participating countries and 
assessed their comments, the Panel has come to the cónclusion that some minar 
modifications of the matrix and its accompanying instructions should be made. 
Such changes, which in most cases were suggested by the respondents, have been 
described and discussed above. 

98. Por the sake of clarity, the complete instrument is presented below in its 
ne\r form as revised and redommended by tbe Panel., 

/ l .  .  
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Totnl 
d.litllry 
expcndi- 
t;wxG 
(l-12) 

43-- 

-- 

Civil 
defcnce 

Ei 

1 
,- z 

-. 

-. 

-1_ 

-- 

-- 

-_ 

.- _ 

-_ 

- . . 

-_ 

- _. 

-_ 

-- 

- _ 

-- 

-- 

- _ 

-- 

-_ 

UndiU tri 
butcd 

02) 

stra- 

t&C 
Torce6 

51 

(1) 

I\ir Other Central support 
loroer; combat ndminiatration 

forccs and command b/ 

Support Command 

(4) (5) (6) (7) 
--- _ _ -- _- - . . _ 

- 
. _ _ . . - - 
_.- - . - -. - - - 
l 

1. OR?lIATING COSTS 

1.1 Personncl g/ 

1.1.1 Corlocrip~ &/ 

1.1.2 Othcr military peraonnel lncl. 
rmv2rvcs 

1.1.3 Civilinn personnel 

1.2 Owrntions nnd mdntennnce 

1.2.1 btaterinle for current use &/ 

1.2.2 Maintenance and repair &/ 

1.2.3 Purchrcd servíceo ;t/ 

1.2.4 t~cnt costo k/ - 

1.2.5 Other 

ñ. PliQC~NP ANII CQNSTRIJCYION 

2.1 r.mcurcm~~ &/ 

2.1.1 Aircraft nnd engines 

2.1.2 ~líosilca lncl. conv. Var)lCaìS 

23.3 Nuclear varhcnds ond bomba 

2.1.4 3lip3 Md boatG 

2.1.5 Armom-Cd vchicles z/ 

2.1.6 Artíllcry 

-me_-- -- 

.- 

.- 

.- 

.- 
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2.1.7 Other ardnance and ground fox-ce 
xe4pns 

2.1.8 knmunition IJ/ 

2.1.9 Electronics snd communications t- 

2.1.10 NO n-wmoured vehiclea 

2.1.ll Othcr 

2.2 C0notnlcti0n o/ 
- 

2.2.1 Aírbeses, eir.fieldc 

2.2.2 Nisslle sltes 

2.2.3 Naval bases and fncllities 

2.2.4 ElcctrQnics etc. E/ 

2.2.5 Personnel facillties 

2.2.6 Eledical facilitlea 

2.2.7 Tralníng facilities g/ 

2.2.0 Warchouses, depotn etc. ;/ 

2.2.9 Command and adm, I'acilities 

2.2.10 Fortificotions 

2.2.11 Ghclterc E/ 

2.2.12 Lana :/ 

2.2.13 Other 

Lana Navnl Air Other Central fiuprt Parnnïl- 
forces forccs Eorces combat ndministration itnry 

farces and command 0 forces c/ - 
Support Comn~and 

(21 (3) (4) (5) (61 (7) (8) j 



3. TEXAlWl AtfD DEVE~RENT u/ 

3.1 Bssic md n~plled research 

3.2 * Developent, testlng & 
waluntion 

itnry 
forces c 

(8) 

-- 

--- 

- 

a A 
Mll.taty msistmce- I Undistri- TOW 

Ikiüe Abrond Uif butcd UlfiitCU-y 
tel-ri- 
-Y 

Pcaco expendl- 
keep tul-es 

(9) bl {=E) 
0-w 

l l 

0.2) ti, 
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- - - .  
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INSTRUCTIONS 

Part 1 

General guidelines 

The purpose of this inquiry is to collect data on military expenditure in ordt 
to test the applicability of the proposed reporting instrument and to obtain 
information that would be of value in the process of further refinement and 
implementation of this instrument. 

The proposed reporting instrument is in the form of a matrix whose vertical 
axis details expenditures by type of resource costs and whose horizontal axis 
details expenditures by type of forte groups, Concerning the resource costs, the 
matrix has a pyramidal structure in order to permit reporting on different levels / 
aggregation. The vertical axis consists of three maín cost categoríes, namely 
(1) operating costs; (2) procurement and construction; (3) research and developmen 
Each of these categories is then disaggregated into different subcategories and 
most of the subcategories into sub-subcategories. The figure given for each main 
category should be equal to the sum of its respective subcategories and for each 
subcategory equal to the sum of its respective sub-subcategories. 

Vhenever applicable, expenditure data are of course higbly desirable on al1 
levels of aggregation. If, however, respondents find it possible 'co supply data 
only on higher but not on lover leve& of aggregation, they are urged not to refrail 
from participating in the test but to present their figures on the leve1 of 
aggregation that they fina appropriate. 

The figures to be reported shsll show actual military expenditures for the 
fiscal year most closely coinciding with calendar year 1978, or for the nearest 
fiscal year available. The amounts shall be reported in the respondent's natíonal 
currency and in current prices - that is, in príces prevailing in the reporting 
year. The unit of measure in whích expenditures are reported may be the standard 
currency unit itself - thczt is, pound, rial, etc. "- or a commonly used multiple 
number of units. This number, however, should not be larger than one ten-thousandi 
of the total amount of the country's military expenditures. For example, if total 
military expenditures are 78,453,296 naticnnl currency units, the reported amoun-ts 
ma‘r be expressed in units as large as 1 

10,000 
K 78,4$3,296 (=7,845). That is, the 

reporting unit of measure may be thousands of currency units, but no-t; tens of 
thousands of currency units. 

For the sake of uniformlty and clarity of presentation, onlg the following 
conventional symbols should be used as required: 
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0 (zero) = Ni1 or negligible (or less than half of the unit employed) 

0 . (two dots) = not applicable 

( ) (brackets) = provisional figure 

1: 
. . . (three dots) = figure not available 

With a view to f'urther refinement of the reporting instrument, respondents are 
requested to comment upon any technical or other difficulties that they may encounter 
when filling in the matrix and to recommend such changes of the matrix as they may 
find advisable. Such comments should be attached to the completed matrix. 

ppecific guidelines 

The following comments and interpretations are related to those items in the 
imatrix that seem to need some special clarifications. The small letters denoting 
paragraphs correspond to the notes in the matrix. As has already been pointed out 
in the introduction, responden& are requested to describe the nature of prcblems of 
interpretation that may arise when filling in the matrix. 

Forte groups (column headings) 

'& (a) Strategic forces 

Respondents are requested to report their expenditures on strategic nuclear 
arms by applying the definitions elaborated in the SALT II Treaty. Should these 
definitions not be applicable, respondents are requested to explain their definition 
used. Reported data should include expenditures on al1 forces or wits which are 
specifically equipped and trained to operate systems for carrying and delivering 
'such arms. Expenditures on other nuclear arms and forces should be reported under 
the respective branch of the armed forces. 

Rr (b) Central support, administration snd command (columns 6 and 7) 

Columns 6 and 7 should include supporting activities that are cornmon to more 
than one of the types of forces covered by columns 1 to 5. Column 6 should include 
al1 support activities which, in msny cases, may be carried out by special common 
agencies, while expenditures associated with central command snd direction of the 
military forces should be placed in column 7. The latter would include central and 
WZiOnal military staff with authority over more than one type of forte, including 
the Ministry of Defense administrative function. 

(c) Paramilitary forces (column 8) 

The term paramilitary can apply to a variety of forces. Such forces may be 
!ntended to guard the nationsl frontiers, mainly against such activities as illegal 
Kgration, smugglj-ng or guerrilla infiltration. In other cases, their chief mission 

c / . . . 
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is the maintenance of interna1 security. 
external armed cnemy. 

Such forces may also be usable against an 

For prcsent purposes, it is necessary to identify those elements that should 
be included in the military sector and those which should no-t. It seems reasonable 
to include in paramilitary forces those units, formations, etc., that are organizad, 
equipped and behave in a,similar way to the armed forces, and which could carry out 
combat actions of the same, nati.are in terms of goal, area and results as those 
performed by thc armed forces. 

If respondents present figures under this heading, it is requested that a short 
description of the functions of these forces'by attached to the matrix. 

(d) Military -- assistance (columns 9,s and 11) 

-re showixthe wap along which military assistance can be Eanted -- -.- ,--e--v I-v 

aplanat ions.- 

Klitary assistance may be Siven from one country A to another B (flow a) 
and channelled through the State budget of the receiving country, either 
to allied forces stationed on this country's territory (flow b) or to 
the military sector of the receiving country (flow c). 

Military assistance may also be given directly to allied forces stationed 
on another country's territory without passing through any other country' 
budget (flow d). (A country's support of its own military forces abroad 
shall not be reported as military assistance. Such expenditures shall 
instead be reported in columns 1 to 7.) 

/ . . . 



Military assistance may finally be given by a country to allied forces 
stationed on the countrygs own territory (flor e). Expenditures of 
country B for its orrn military forces from its own resources are 
designated as Flor f. 

73 

Conclusions 

Responden& such as country A are requested to report the sum of the flows 
a and d, i.e., al1 their military assistance granted to recipients abroad. 
This should be done in column 10. Respondents such as country 3 are 
requested to report the sum of the flows b and e, i.e., al1 their military 
assistance to allied forces stationed on their own territory. This should 
be done in column 9. The flows c and f, i.e., expenditure for the 
countryss own military forces should accordingly be reported in columns 
1 to 7. 

There is a risk of double counting in so far as b and c a.re par-t of the 
same flow as 52. Th-s samc money may thus be reported twice, both by 
country A and country B. In arder to avoid such double counting, al1 
respondents are requested below to report the total amount of military 
assistance received from abroad, i-e., the sum of the flow a. In cases 
where a country is.both a donor and a recipient of military assistance, it 
is requested that both columns 3 and 10 -be filled in. 

Respondents are also requested to report any additional expenditures made in 
the reporting year by the country specifically for the purpose of supplying troops 
md equipment for United Nations peace-keeping activities. These expenditures 
3hOLd.d be shown in column 11 of the matrix, net of any compensation from externa1 
sources . 

(e) Civil defence (column 14) 

This requirement is intended to apply to expenditures for the protection, by 
Ither than customary military means, of civilian populations and facilities against 
Tanger of hostilities and disasters. Examples are expenditures on shelters and on 
blans and preparations for the evacuation and subsequent maintenance of civilians 
'ron1 areas under threat of attack- Por an exhaustive definition of civil defence, 
'espondents are referredto article 61 of the Additional Protocol of 1977 to the 
eneva Convention of 1949. Reporting on civil defence is a qUeStiOn primarily for 
ountries with strategic forces. 

Resource costs (row headings) 

(f) Personnel (~011. 1.1) 

As the aim should be to exclude payments for past services, but to include 
Wments for current and future services, the figures should include the direct 
Wents made to personnel as í-re11 as other personnel compensation expenditures 

/ .,. 
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made by the employer such as taxes 3 pension fees and other contributions. If such 
data are unavailable, expenditures un past services like pensions might sesve as a 
surrogate, particularly if numbers of personnel remain level. In any event, an 
explanation of the nature of the data submitted should accompany the report. 

.' ; 

(g) Conscripts (row 1.1.2) 

The costs of conscripts should be valued in terms of actual payments. In order 
to approximate the opportunity costs of using conscripts in the military sector, 
respondents are requested to provide in part II below, information on appropriate 
average civilian wage rates as well as information on the quantity of civilian 
labour foregone by the use of conscripts. 

(h) Materials for current use (row 1.2.1) 

This item should include purchases of food, clothing, petroleum products, 
training materials, (excluding ordn ante and smmunition) medical materials, Office 
supplies and the like. 

(i) Maintenance and repair (row 1.2.2) 

This item should include both contract services for repair and maintenance of 
equipment and facilities and purchases of parts, materials and tools for repair and 
maintenance of equipment and facilities. 

In some cases, repairs may be intended not only to restore the quality and 
performance of equipment and facilities, but also to improve the quality or modify 
the performance. Such activities are to some extent to be regarded as investments. 
These major modifications and major repairs containing substantial investment 
elements should be reported under the cost categories 2.1 (Procurement) or 
2,2 (Construction). 

In any case, respondents are requested to describe the procedure chosen and to 
explain their current accounting practices or rules concerning the possible 
investment elements in major modification and repair activities. Such comments 
should be attached to the completed matrix. 

(j) Purchased services (row 1.2.3) 

This item should include expenditures for various kinds of purchased services 
such as travel expenses, postal charges, printing expenses and other. 

(k) Rent costs (row 1.2.4) 

If capital costs for real estate belonging to the military sector do nOt resu; 
in actual payments, it is desirable that the rent costs to be reported be augmentel 
by adding imputed capital costs. Such capital costs may be estimated by means Of 
appropriate interest rates or rates of depreciation for the reporting year. 

/ . . . 
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(1) Procurement (row 2.1) 

A country's military potential depends not onl, v on its procurement of military 
equipment but also on the rates of depreciation, depletion and retirement. 
Information of the latter type may not be readily available. It would, however, be 
highly desirable to obtain such information as is available concerning retirement 
and average,-length-of-service rates for various kinds of equipment. Such 
information should be attached to the completecl matrix. See also note (i) above. 

(m) Armoured vehicles (row 2.1.5) 

This itera should include tanks, armoured personnel carriers snd other armoured 
vehicles. 

(n) Ammunition (row 2.1.8) 

For the same reasons as mentioned under (1) above, it would be desirable to be 
able to compare the procurement figures for ammunition with corresponding 
consumption figures. In order to make this possible, respondents are requested in 
part II below to supply the latter type of information. 

(0) Construction (row 2.2) 

The construction of new facilities may often be connected with the acquisition 
ofland. The expenditures of the military sector for the acquisition of land shoulã 
be reported separately under 2.2.12 (Lana). 

(p) Electronics etc, (row 2.2.4) 

This item shoüld also include communications and related structures and 
facilities. 

(q) Training facilities (row 2.2.7) 

This item should include expenditures for construction of fixed instsllations 
for training purposes, such as firing ranges, obstacle courses and others. 

(r) Warehouses, depots etc. (row 2.2.8) 

This item should also include repair and maintenance facilities. 

(s) Shelters (row 2.2.11) 

Since it may not be possible to distinguish between fortifications and shelters 
' for military personnel 
' 2.2.10 (Fortificationsj, 

respondents are requested to report al1 such costs under 
and to reserve item 2.2.11 (Shelters) for shelters that are 

constructed mainly for the purpose of protecting the civilian population. 

/ . . . 
II 



(t) !;and. (rol? 2.2.12) *- 

Information on sales o* laad by the inilitary sector is requested in part II 1 
be lev ., 1 

.;: *,. 
Cu) Xesearch :z-id development (TOW 3) I--.--.-I.- 

&: distinction between the Tao subdivisions of this item could be made accordine 
to the degree to which research activities are object-oriented, i.e., connected witll 
the cre,ztion of a concrete product such as a specific weapon systen. Basic and 
applied but not object-orientcd research may accordingly fall under the 
subclivision 3.1, while mainly object-oriented research would come under the 
subdivision 3.2 together with the development activities which are regarded as 
always object-destinated. 

Uhere tbe respondents find difficulties in dealing Trith the subcategories, 
they are requested to make comliients along these lines and to attach such comments 
to the coqleted matrix. 

Part II 

1. In order to approximate the opportunity costs of using conscrípts in the 
military sector, the following information is requested: 

(a) The average civilian wage rate that the conscripts would have been likely 
to obtain durin.3 the reporting year if they had not been occupied in the militar-y 
sector. 

!hs?\rer:  ,  ,  .  .  .  .  ,  .  .  .  e .  0 .  .  .  ,  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ,  .  .  .  ”  .  l .  .  .  

(wage per period of time, currency unit) 

If such an estima-te is not available, respondents are requested to suggest an 
average civilian wae;e rate that may be readily available ancl that the respondents 
believe rni:%ht oerve as a reasonable measure of opportunity costs. 

(1~) The number of man-years devoted by conscripts to military service durinF: 
the reporting year concerned. 

Answer: - . . . . . . . + m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(number of man-years) 

2, Bith referente to point (d) of the specific guidelines above, respondents are 
requested to gíve below the total amount of military assistance received from 
abroad during the reporting year. The amount should be given ín the same 
denomination and currency as used in the matrix, preferably converted from foreign 
currencies to national currency at average annual market or par value exchange ratt 
as reported by the International Nonetary Fund. 

Answer: . . . . . , . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . , . , . . . 
(aIn0Lu1t ) 

/ . . 
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39 With referente to points (n) and (0) EhOVe, the reque&& information should be 
yeported here in the same value terms as used in the matrix, 
;otaJ expenditures, 

It is requested that 
at least, and preferably detailed by type of forte group as in 

:ol~mns 1 to 12 of the matrrix, be reported for the following items : 
Depletion of awnunition: . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . y , , 

Sales from the military sector of: 

(a) Land l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(b) Real estate other than land . . . , , . . , . , . . 

(c) Equipment . . , . . . . . . , . , , . . . , , . . , 

(d), Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 

(e) Other . , . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . 

. Respondents are requested to submit information as to whether 
>llowing kinds would be readily available for the reporting year. 

Answer 
Available 

Price index of specific relevance 
ko the military sector 

Exports of military equipment 

Such exports Ziivided by 

(i) Countries 

(ii) Regions 

Imports of military equipment 

Such imports divided by 

(i > Countries 

(ii) Regions 

. . . . . . - . 

. . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . 
,  .  ,  .  .  l .  .  

.  *  .  .  .  .  .  .  

statistics of the 

Not available 

If a regularly published exchange rate is unavailable, or considered unsuitable 
l converting military expenditures, respondents are requested to comtnent on other 
sible ways for comparing the military expenditures of the responding country with 
se of other countries, 

/ . . . 
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III. RELATED PROBLEMS AND ASPECTS 

A. Problems of comparability 

Background : 

99. Implementation of the revised standard reporting instrument, calling for data 
in national currencies and cstablished prices, would in itself be a majar 
achievement that should yield benefits through an increase in openness on milítary 
matters and in the degree of confídence existíng among States. Hotrever, the 
ultimate aim of establishing a system for international reporting of mílitary 
expenditures is to provide a necessary basis for negotiating reductions of such 
expenditures. 'Without generally accepted procedures for comparing mílítary 
expenditures of different countries at different periods of time, it would 
probably be very diffícult to arríve at any long-lasting and substantial 
agreements in this respect, This ís trhy ít ís so important to deal wíth the 
problems of international s.nd intertemporal comparisons and to find acceptable 
and practica1 solutions to both these types of problems, 

100. The report of the gro- of experts in 1974 had already clearly recognized the 
need to address the problems of intertemporal and international comparísons, on 
the basis of a standard model of the scope and content of military expenditures 
k/9770/R ev.1, paras, 27-30). 

101. Resolution 3463 (XxX) of 11 December 1975, which put in train the current 
exercise dealing with the scope and content of military expenditures, also called 
for attention to "che problems of valuation of resources, the deflation for price 
change and the conversion of currencies. The report of the group of experts in 
1976 likeuise noted that these major technical issues, as well as the problems of 
verification, should be ready for international attention upon completion of the 
operational development of the standardized instrument for reportíng ín natíonal 
currencies and established prices (A/31/222/Rev.l). This report also noted that, 
at the appropriate time, further consideration should be given to utilizing part 
of the resources released fromthe reduction of military expenditures for social 
and economíc development, particularly for the benefit of the developing countries. 

102. In calling for the gradual reduction of military budgets on a mutually agreed 
basis, the General Assembly at íts tenth special session noted among other things, 
that an agreed basis for implementation of such reductions will reguire ways and 
means which take account of problems involved in assessing the relative 
significance of reductions as among different States (see resolution S-10/2, 
para. 89 of the Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of,the General 
Assembly). 

103. Attention to these related problems of international comparison is also 
encouraged by United YJations decisions taken since the report of the Group of $ 
Experts in 1977 (A/32/194 and Acid.1). New United Nations groups of experts have 4 
been established, for whom the avaílability of means to make valid internatíonal ;i 
comparisons of military expenditures is important, namely, the Group of Experts on 

/ ( ..* 
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the Relationship between Diaarmament and International Security and the Group 
Governmental Experts on the Relationship between Disarmament and Development. 

of 

Resolution 34/83 F, concerning the examination of the freezing and reduction of 
military budgets, also calls attention to the above-mentioned paragraph in the 
Final Document of the Tenth Special Session as well as to the need for the 
availability of a satisfactory reporting instrument. 

International comparisons 

104. In order to allow comparisons of expenditure data presented in different 
national currencies, these data have to be converted to a common currency by some 
set of exchanye rates or parities. Practices in this field can be quite different. 
One usual method is to convert the national figures into United States dollars, 
using some variant of exchange rates. 

105. Such rates may apply to a particular point in time or to the average values 
prevailing during a certain period, Vell-known institutions have in 'chis respect 
preferred to choose different approaches. The International Institute for 
Strategic Studies (IISS) has picked the set of official exchange rates 
prevaiïing at the end of the first quarter of the relevant year, The United States 
Arms Control and Disarmatnent Agency (ACDA) has instead in its latest publication 
selected the average market exchange rates for the year 1976. The same principlc 
of using average rates for specific years is also adopted by the Stockholm 
International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI). 

106, The kind of exchange rates most commonly used are the ones regularly reported 
to and published by the International Monetary Fund (IMF~. These exchange rates 
are calculated on the basis of daily data for al1 countries members of IM?. For the 
countries not members of INF, a set of so-called operational rates of exchange 
are communicated by the Governments of these countries to the United Pilations for 
zccounting purposes. 

LO?‘. Thus, the operational rates here described snd the par or market exchange rates 
?ublished by IMF', form together a complete set of exchange rates which embraces 
CL1 States Members of the United Nations. 

-08. The main problem in using exchange rates for comparisons of domestic 
txpenditure of different countries is that such rates are based on the prices of 
lnly those goods and services that are internationalîy traded, In most cases, 
'uch products renresent only a small part of al1 services and commodities that 
-re produced within each country. Thus, exchange rates established by international 
rade can only be regarded as approximations to the rates that would prevail if al1 
ypes of goods and services were taken into account, or if only military goods and 
ervices were considered. 

39. This problem of using exchange rates for international comparisons does not 
pply only to the case of military expenditures but to other domestically accounted 
Kpenditure categories as well. The United Nations Committee on Contributions is, 
ir instance, faced with the same problem. 

/ . . . 
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110. The Committee on 
relationship of goods 
greatly from exchange 

Contributions stated in one of its reports that "the price 
and services not internationally traded may indeed depart 
rates. g/ The Committee also stated that, thus, the real -_ __ 

value to each inhabitant of hrs share of the national income may be cuite different 
from the purchasing power which the same amount would represent in another 
country after conversion at the current exchange rate. 

111. This had led the Statistical Office of the United YTations to initiate a study 
aiming at the elaboration of a set of purchasing poner parities (PPPs) that could 
be used instead of exchange rates for comparisons of data on "real" gross domestic 
product (GDP) per ca-pita. Such parities may prove to be more suitable than exchange 
rates to use for the purpose of comparing military expenditures. This study ITas 
carried out under the International Comparison Project (ICP), which represents 8. 
joint undertaking of the Statistical Office, the World Bank and the International 
Comparison Unit of the University of Pennsylvania. 

112. Begun in lgG8, this project has calculated detailed and aggregated PPPs 
for about 34 countries. These PPPs are at a leve1 Trhich recognises as many as 
153 detailed categories of GDP. Rlthough the military sector is not specificallg 
recognized, PPPs are derived for government expenditures in some detail. The PPPs 
have been calculated for selected benchmarlc years - 1970, 1973 and 1975 - but 
according to the ICP, the PPPs may be extrapolated by application of price indexes 
so as to apply to expenditures in other years. 

113. The results of the ICP have shown that the distorting effects of using 
exchange rates to compare certain expenditures among countries can be very large. 
The extent of distortion tends to increase with two factors (ana primarily the 
first) namely, the relative income per capita, and indexes of exposure to 
international trade. f/ The extent of distortion can be illustrated by the data 
from the ICP (table lr below) for selected countries in 1970 on GDP after 
conversion to a common currency. g/ 

e/ Official Records of the General Assemblg, Thirtg-third Session, 
Supplement No, 11 (A/33/11 and Corr,l), para, 11, 

c/ Irving B. Kravis, Alan W. Reston, and Robert Summers, "Real GDP Per Capita '1 
For Yore Than One Hundred Countries," The Economic Journal, June 1978. 

L/ Irving B. ICravis et al., International Comparisons of Real Product and 
Purchasinq Power (United Kations International Comparison Project: Phase II 
(Baltimore ana London, The John Hopkins University Press, 19781, p. 22. 2 .T 

7. .$ 

/ . . . ~ 
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Table 14. Comparison of exchange rate and PPP for selected countries 

Courltry 

Per capita GDP Ratio of real GDP 
in .1970 US dollars at PPPs to nominal Ratio of PPPs 

(at PPPs) ,$DP at exchange rates to exchange rates 

Kenya 

India 

303 2.12 ,473 
331 3.35 .300 

Malaysia 915 .422 

Rungary 2 043 1.97 .507 

Italy 2 356 1.37 .730 
Japan 2 835 1.49 .673 
Germany, Federal 

Republic of 3 747 1.22 ,820 

114. Use of an average PPP (i.e., for GDP as a whole) is one alternative "co the 
use of exchange-rate conversions. The effect this would have is illustrated in 
-bable 15 below, showing total military expenditures for selected countries 
converted to dollars at prevailing exchange rates (as in sect. II C above) and 
at ex-trapolated ICP PPPs. 

Table 15. Alternative conversion of total military expenditures 

(millions of US dollars) 

Converted at Converted at 
Reporting period -- .- prevailina exchange rates -e-s ---- extrapolated PPPs 

Belgium 1/1/197fi-31/12/1978 2 664 2 034 

France 1/1/198o -31/x? 11980 21 679 17 545 

Germany, Federal 
Republic of 1/WgVMU12/1978 19 417 14 231 

Italg l/l/lg8o-31/12/1g8o 6 966 7 347 

Netherlands 1/1/wi'8-W12/wr8 4 508 3 236 

115. An advantage claimed for the ICP PPPs is that they can be based on average 
prices in a group of countries. Thus the results are expressed in what are 
-termed international units - ang currency can be used as the basis. (The results 
of the ICP are expressed in international dollars). 

~16. An advantage of specially-calculated military PPPs, if adequate price 
data were available, is that their use would minimize the effects of radically 
different pricing practices in countries being compared, such as minimal pay 
to conscripts versus competitive pay to voluntary enlisters, or subsidized 

/ . . . 
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prices for weapons versus unsubsidized prices. PPPs can show the equivalence in 
purchasing power of disparate types of prices. Although the ICP has not 
calculated military sector PPPs, a proposal for research on means to estimate SuCh 

rates has been made to the United Nations group of experts studying the 
relationship between disarmament and development. Such estimates would be made 
on the basis of the detailed categories for which PPPs have already been estimated 
and on othcr data. 

117. Althou@ a ful1 solution to the conversion problem may not be irmninent, the 
complexity of the problem, the length of time likely to be required for a solution, 
and the existence of the related ICP research, suggest that the time is at hand 
to ínitiate an international effort to resolve the problem of currency conversion 
as applied to military expenditures. 

Intertemporal comparisons 

118, In view of the tendency for prices to change, comparisons of military 
expenditures over time require appropriate price indexes for the things purchased. 
Indexes calculated specifically for military g00as are, in most countries, 
generally unavailable. Recourse may be had to surrogate indexes for other goods, 
but the resulting estimates of %eel" expenditures suffer to the extent such 
surrogates diverge from what a true index would be. 

119. In the report of the group of experts in 1976 (A/31/222/Rev.l), this question 
is discussed at some length. Possible ways of constructing a military price index 
are described together with the difficulties of finding accurate statistical data, 
It is recognized that the issue is not purely technical but has a strong political 
nature, as the kind of index chosen or composed will have an important impact 
on the actual rate at which agreed reductions of military expenditures will have 
to be carried out. 

120. The outline for constructíng a weighted price index for the military 
sector as proposed in the 1976 report is very ambitious. Nevertheless, as it 
represents a serious attempt to provide a well-elaborated model for the 
construction of military price indexes, it deserves further attention. 

121. As stated above, very few countries have developed price indexes with 
particular relevance to the military sector. Por practica1 reasons, one may, 
therefore, in the foreseeable future have to rely on price indexes of a more 
general nature. There are severa1 such indexes to consider. 

122. Por instance, when calculating time series of military expenditures in 
consta& prices, both SIPRI and ILSS use the consumer price index of each country,': 
while ACDA instead has chosen to work with the gross national product (GNP) 
aeflator. According to the findings of SIPRI, the use of a general index such 
as a GNP deflator instead of a consumer price index does not make much difference 1 
for its purposes, as the two series normally develop in a rather similar fashion. : 
A number of other surrogate price indexes taken from the civilian sector might 
also be adaptea for application to the military sector. 

! . . . 
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123. The difficulties of intertemporal comparisons apply not, only to single 

countries but affect comparisons among countries as well. As noted above, 
military priCe indexes WOldd be useful for extrapolatina purchasing pover parities 
or other conversion rates that may apply to a single point in time, 

B. Other aspects of military expenditure 
measurement, comparison and reduction 

124. In addition to the development of satisfactory means for conversion s,mong 
currencies and adjustment for price change, a number of other issues of military 
expenditure measurement, comparison and limitation warrant serious attention from 
the ínternatíonal community upon the implementation of an international instrument 
for standardized reporting of military expenditures. These issues which have been 
touched upon by previous expert groups dealing with the reduction of military 
budgets, will be briefly recalled in this chapter. 

Valuation of resources 

125. The report of the group of experts in 1.974 (A/9770/Rev.l) noted that pricing 
practices vary from country to country, and that questions arise as 'co the extent 
to which prices for military goods and services füily reflect their real Worth 
either in the sense of military capability. or in the economic sense of opportunities 
foregone. Improved means for dealing with these questions would significantly 
enhance the value of an international system for standardized reporting of 
military expenditures, particularly in respect to potential agreements for their 
reductíon and limitation. 

126, One approach for measuring economic Worth was considered viable by the group 
of experts in their report in 1976 (A/31/222/Rev.l), nsmely, use of an "adjusted 
factor cost" valuation. In this approach standard elements of price, to consist 
of average charges for factors of production, would be established to provide a 
consistent and feasible set of rules of valuation. Where actual costs in domestic 
currencies diverge from the standards, an adjustment of the expenditures woüld 
be called for. In part II of the instructions of the recommended reporting 
instrument (see sect. II D above), certain information is requested, which would 
facilitate an evaluation of opportunity costs for the use of conscripts. 

Stocks of military capital 

127. The measurement of military capability is an important aím of standardized 
reporting. In this regard, it has been noted in previous reports of groups of 
experts that annual milítary expenditures represent only a part of a country's 
military potential, much of which results from past expenditures. However, 
the proposed matrix distinguishes investment-type expenditures by type of weapon, 
equipment or facility and by type of forte group. This information, if available 
for a series of years, is potentially usefül for measuring the quantities of 
nilitary capital acquired by a country, and thus serving as a better indicator of 
nilitary capability. 

/ . . . 



128. A number of additional psoblems arise in such a form of analysis. For one, 
procurement and construction expenditures, repsesenting additions to the stock 
of military capital, need to be offset by some measures of depreciation and 
subtractions fron that stock. In order to facilitate such an analysis, the 
Panel decided to incorporate in the recommended reporting instrument a,'request 
for information concerning average-length-of-service rates for main items of 
equipment, the depletion of ammunition a8ti sales from the military sector of ,*r 
different kinds of resources. 

129. Further examination of these and other problems associated with comparisons 
of the stock of military capitsl would be desirable in order to develop more 
fully the potential uses of an international reporting system. Such an analysis 
should begin as soon as possible on a conceptual basis and would probably 
be considerably enhanced by the implementation of the reporting instrument. 

Some aspects of military expenditures limitation and reduction agreements 

130. With the prospects of the implementation of an international reporting 
system, renewed international attention should be given to the features which 
agreements to constrain and reduce military expenditure might have. The report 
of the group of experts in 1974 (A/9770/Rev.l) presents a brief taxonomy of 
the various features of such agreements. This work could usefully be extended 
and deepenedto consider further various technical and practica1 aspects. 

131. In addition to the fea-tures that such agreements might have, futher study 
would address, inter alia, such aspects as their effect on forte postures and 
international security; kinds of linkage to other non-expenditure limitations; 
and over-al1 versus component limitations. 

Verification of agreements on reduction of military expenditures 

12. As repeatedly stated in relevant United Nations documents, including 
resolution 34/83 F, agreements concerning reduction of military expenditures 
shoUld include "adequate measures of verification satisfactory to al1 parIdes 
concerned". Little attention beyond a brief introduction in the 1974 report 
(ibid.) has been given to this important issue thus far. Although an examination 
in concrete terms may not yet be appropriate, in conceptual or prospective terms 
it could help clarify and advance prospects for successful. negotiations on 
agreements. 

133. It should be noted that the use of the re-porting instrument in itself would 
enhance prospects for verifiability of agreements due to the detail, the 
cross-classification of expenditures by forces and costs, and the standardized 
definition of categories. At the same time, a major approach to verification 
rests on the consistency between reported military expenditures and data on 
other aspects of a national economy. Thus, converting data from national to I 
international accounts introduces a new difficulty in this approach, unless 
the relationship between the standard and national accounting systems is I 

4 
clarified. 

134. Some approaches to verification of agreements that might warrant further 
examination include among others: the relationship between expenditure and 

/ .  l .  
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related economic information and information obtainable by national technical 
means; the notion of a graduated ladder of increasing disclosure cited in the 
1974 report of the gruop of experts (ibid., annex II, para. 131) and the 
potentials of various types of nation=ccountiw systems and of calculations 
based on the use of input-output tables, particularly if specially designed to 
serve the puy)bse of verification. 

a 
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IV. ASSESSMENT, COì;ICLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIOJYS 

A. Assessment and conclusions 

135. While the number of countries participating in the test has bren rather 
limited, these countrics are from diffcrent geographical regions and have different 
budgeting and accounting systems. The Panel, therefore, considers that the 
participation in the test has been sufficient to me& thc conditions set out in 
resolution 33/67. 

136. It is the opinion of the Panel that the data and other information submitted' 
for the test by participating countries constitute a satisfactory basis for the 
Panel"s asssssment concerning the viability of the reporting instrument and for its 
recommendations for further rrfinement and implementation of this instrument. 

137. In view of the above, the Panel considers that with the present report, 
including the revised reporting instrment, the practica1 teat of the instrument 
as called for in resolution 33/67 has been completea and that under the present 
circumstances, no further testing is necessary. This does not exclude the 
possibility that the instrument may be further refined in the light of experience 
gained in tha course of its implementation and with a broader participation of 
countries. 

138, Although ccrtain minor parts of the instrument may cal1 for some further 
consideration, the results of the test have shown that it represen& a viable and 
practical means for international reporting of military expenditures. After the 
modifications proposed by the Panel in the present report, the reporting instrument 
should be f-ven better suited to its purposc. 1 

139. Thp present report deals extensively with the technical problems involved in 
the test and touches only bricfly upon related problems of comparison and 1 
verification, as discussed in section III above. Therefore, the Panel has not 
attempted to find a solution to the latter problems, but it felt that they deserve 
some consideration at this time and much attention in the futurc. 

140. In view of the assessment of the test given above, thp Panel is of the opinion 
that a solid ana practical basis now exists for appropriate decisions to implement i 
a system of international standardized reporting on military expenditures. At the ’ 
same time, this may help to create conditions that may facilita-te the nsgotiation o$ 
agreements for the reduction of military budgets and the reallocation of the funds 0 
thus saved for the purpose of economic and social development, particularly for the 
benefit of aeveloping countries. h 

F 
141. The Panel wishes to underline thrs close relationship between building confidene 
among States and increased openness in matters of military expenditures by way of 
standardized reporting. Progress toward either of those two goals would have i 
positive effects on the other. I' 

/ . . . 
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B. Recommendations 

142. Considering the reports prepared by the successive groups of experts since 
1974 (A/97'j'O/Rev.l, A/31/222/Rev.l and A/32/194 and Add.l), which have led to thc: 
elaboration of the reportinp instrument, and. in view of the results of thz test 
carried out by the Panel, the Panel recommends that steps should be taken by the 
General Assembly leading to the early implementation of the revised reporting 
instrument in a general and regular system for thp internatlonal reporting of 
military expenditures. 

143. Such steps could include a specific cal1 for the reporting, by al1 States 
Members of the United Nations, of their military expenditures in accordance with 
the revised reporting instrumt?r,t on a gencral and regular basis. This reporting 
would entail the comments of States with a view to further refinement of the 
reporting instrument. These comments would be particularly valuable when coming 
from a widening set of countries beyond those that participated in tht+ practica1 
test under report. Such expanded reporting would strengthen the basis for an 
international system for collecting, asscmbling and reporting military expenditure 
information. 

144. Further steps should also be taken to ensure an increasing participation with 
a view to universal reporting by an ever-widening set of States. The importance of 
this matter should be brought to the attention of al1 Member States and to 
internatíonal orgsnizations and other bodi?s concerned with global and regional 
disarmsment, Another step may be to provide information in as many ways as. possible, 
including the mass media, about the recommended reporting instrumenf, the outline of 
the international system of reporting and other recommendations contained in the 
present report. 

145. In order to ensure such general snd regular implementation of the reporting 
instrument, a special international body, assisted by the United Nations 
Secretariat, msy be needed to collect, assemble and report on a general and regular 
basis, the data of military expenditures received from Membar States. The Panel 
suggests that this body may also be entrusted with the task of further refíning the 
reporting instrument on the basis of future comments and suggestions received from 
States during the general. and regular implementation of the reporting instrument. 

146. The Panel also recoxxmends that, together with the general and regular 
implementation cf the repoxting instrument, further study should be undertaken of 
'the problems of comparing military expenditures among different Sta-Les and in 
different years as well as the problems of verificatíon that will arise in connexion 
with agreements on reduction of militaxy expenditures. The Panel considers this 
study to be important and therefore deservinp: of being carried out, as soon as 
possible by the United Nations and Member States. 

'll"' 
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AUSTRALIA l 
&kiginal: Erglis& 

Li6 JUILY 19827 j 

The Australian Mission wishes to poi& out that although an amount has been 
included under Civil Defence, Australian Civil Defence does not fa11 within the 
terms of the United Nations definition in that it is more oriented to national 
disaster than conflicts. 
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AUSTRIA 

Proposrd matrix for international reportina on military expenditure 

(Actual outlays, current prices) 

(Tabla- A of UrLted N t a ions docume.nt A/31/222/Rev.l) 

Country: AUSTRIA 1 . . . . . . . . ..*............. Fiscal year:....................f??? // 1 31 12 19 79 . . . . . . ..*......*.... 
aw month year aw month year 

(The reporting or fiscal year most closely coinciding with 
calendar year 1978 for which data are available) 

National currency ant! unit of mPasure: 1,000,000 ös . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(The unit of measure should not exceed one ten thousandth of the total military expenditures] 

b 
. 
. 
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Part II 

In order to approximate the opportunity costs of using conscripts in the 
military sector, the following information is requested: 

(a) The average civilian wage rate that the conscripts would have becn likely 
to obtain during the reporting year if they had not been occupied in thc military 
Sector. 

Answer; approximately 3,820 millions & per year (1979) ~...~~~.~.~.................~...~...~..~~........,~..............~. 

(wage ppr period of time, currency unit) 

If such an estimate is not available , rcspondents are requested to suggest 
an average civilian wage rate that may be readily available and that the 
respondents believe might serve as a reasonable measure of opportunity costs. 

(b) The number of man-years devoted by conscripts to military service during 
the reporting year roncerned. 

Answer: approximately 33,450 man-years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~.......... 

(number of man-years) 

With referente to the specific guidelines in section C, point (d), respondents 
are requested to give below the total smount of military assistance received from 
abroad during the reporting year. The amount should be given in the same 
denomination and currency as used in the matrix (section B), pr+ferably converted 
from foreign currencies to national currency at average annual market or par 
value exchange rates as reported by ths International Monetary Fund. 

Answer : . . . . . . ..I................... / .*..................................... 

(amount) 

With referente to section C, points (m) and (n), the requested information 
should be reported here in the same value terms as used in the matrix (section B). 
It is requested that total expenditures, at lea&, and preferably detailed by t.y;pe 
of forte group as in columns (1) through (32) of the matrix, be reported for the 
following items: 

Depletion of ordnance and ammunition: . . . . . . . . . . ..*.....*. / . . . . . . . . . ..m*..... 

Sales from the military sector of: 

(a) land .............................................................. 

bd real estate other than land ........................................ 

(c) equipment ......................................................... 

(d) services ........................................................... 

(e) other .............................................................. 

/ . . . 
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Respondents are requestad to inform the Panel as to whether statistics of thr 
following kinds would be readily available for the reporting year. 

Answer 

Available Not available - -.- --p 

Price index of specific relevance 
to the military sector 

Exports of military equipment 

Such exports divided by 

(i) countries 

(ii) regions 

Imports of military equipment 

Such imports divided by 

(1) countries 

(ii) regions 

i 
i -- 

LA -7 

I 
, : 
0 

I 4 
-7 
I i 

i Ix: 
! 

Possibilities for converting national military expenditures into a common 
currency for comparison purposes will be considered by thr Ad Hoc Panel in drawing -m 
up it s recommendations. If a regularly published exchange rate is unavailable, Or 
considered unsuitable for converting military expenditures, respondents are 
requested to comtnent on other possiblt ways for comparing the militar-y expenditure 
of the responding country with thost: of other countries. 





1. 

1 .l 

1.141 
1.12 

1.1<3 

1.2 

1.2.1 

1.22 

1.2.3 

1.2.4 

1.2.5 

2. 

2.1 

2.1.1 

2.1.2 

2.1.3 

2.1.4 

2.13 

2.16 

2.1.7 

2.1.8 

2.1.9 

2.1 .J.o 

2.1.11 

2.2 

2.2.1 

2.212 

2.2.3 

2.2.4 

2.2.5 

2.2.6 

2.2.7 

2.2.8 
202.9 

2.2.10 

2.2.11 

2.2.12 

2.2.13 

3. 

3.1 

3.2 

4. lVl!AL (1*2+3) . . 35 eo 4 442 22 420 . . 3 108 6 l.29 ll .L22 3MI 
. . 202 . . 4 679 

. 
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II. SUPPLEW3NTARY l!TOTES 

1. A breakdown of ex-penditures for construction and Operations and for the 
maintenance of paramilitary forces - the p¿endarmerie - is not possible. 

2. The gendarmerie is a public forte established to ensure the maintenance of 
arder and law enforcement; it participates in the preparation of mobilization 
operations. 

3. a. Taking account of the economic situation in 1978, we suggest an average 
gross annual income of 275,000 Belgian francs as the opportunity cost of using 
conscripts. 

b. 37,454 conscripts did their military service in 1978. 

4. The number of months of military service done by conscripts in 1978 is: 

a. Ten months in the case of forces stationed in Belgium; 

b. Eight months in the case of units stationed in the Federal Republic of 
.Germany. 

.5* Belgium did not receive any military assistance from abroad during the year 

.under consideration. 

16. There is no sale of goods and equipment by the military sector properly 
Ispeaking. After retirement, military goods and equipment are handed oves: 

a. To the Administration of Property, under the authority of the Ministry 
:of Finance, for sale; 
* 
- b. To the United States authorities in the case of equipment received 
-under the Mutual Assistance Programmeg 

5 

C. To the German authorities in the case of equipment received under the 
head of post-war reparations credits. 

7. Available statistics 
,.* 

Available Not available 

Price index of specific relevance to 
the military sector X 

Exports of military equipment 

- by country 

- by region 

Imports of military equipment 

- by country 

- by region 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

/ .*. 
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1.3.3 Reserve i-orces 

1.2.1 mterials ror 

1.2.2 Maintenmac Md repair hJ 

1.2.3 *ave1 expenses etc. i/ 

1.2.4 TIe* estate renta J/ 

1.2.5 Othcr 

2. PROcLmmmm AND C0lmRLm10 

2.1 Procurement 

2.1.1 Aircrdt an. engima 

2.1.2 uiaa11ea inc1. CO"". "arhe& 

2.1.3 Nuclear varheada .And bcmbs 

2.1.4 .Yhips and boats 

2.1.5 .4rmrnlrsd "ehlcles I/ 

2.1.6 Artine*y 

2J.7 Other ground f'orce veapom 

.2.i.8 ordnance Bnd ammunition ay 

2.1.9 Eleatronioe -md c~lcations 

2.1.10 No"-mowed "ehieles 

2.1.11 Other 

2.2 constnlction n/ 

8.2.1 .4ir bnees, airfields 

2.2.2 "issile sites 

2.2.3 Naval baaea and raci1ities 

2.2.4 Electronics, etc. o/ 

2.2.5 Personnel fdlitíes 

2.2.6 Medical raci1itiea 

2.2.7 lknining facilitAes pf 

2.2.8 "arehouseli, dcpotl, *t-z, d 

2.2.9 CrJmma."d and adm. facilitles 

2.2.10 Portificationa 

2.2.31 me1ters r/ 

2.2.12 land 8/ 

2.2.13 0th~ 

3. RESEARM Am DEvEu)FMENT 4/ 

3-2 De"al0pmer.t > teating an& 
e"*untlon 

4. TOTAL (1*2+3) 

NO'LWB: (k) As a reault oi deferrals in most ra-aquipmsnt ~>rogrannen ovar thc gast aavcral yema, averags-lsngth-of-¿crviea rata8 wdd not bs paticulirly ramiwgful. 

(la) Am"*1 mmunition conamption in the orL%er of $lom ti1110n P"P par. 
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Par% II 

In arder to approximate the opportunity costs of using conscripts in the 
military sector, the following information is requcsted: 

(a) The average civilian wage xate that the conscripts would have been likely 
to obtain during the reporting year if they had not been occupied in the military 
sector. 

Answer : 8Jot applicable .~..~....~..~..~...~~..~~.~~........~..~......~~.....~......~..... 

(wage per period of time, curxency unit) 

If such an estima-te is not available, respondents are requested to suggest an 
average civilian wage rate that may be xeadily available and that the responden% 
believe migh-t serve as a reasonable measure of opportunity costs. 

(b) The numbex of man-years devoted by conscripts to militaxy service during 
the reporting year concerned. 

Answer: Not applicable . . . . . . . . . . ..*...........*......................................... 

(number of man-years) 

With referonce to the specific guidelines in section C, point (d), respondents 
are requested to give below the total amount of military assistance received from 
abroad during the reporting yeax. The amount should be given in the same 
denomina-tion and currency as used in the matrix (sect. B), preferably converted 
from foreign currencies to national currency at average annuãl. markct or par value 
exchange rates as reported by ths International Monetary Fund. 

hnswer: Ni.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*...........~............................~* 

(amount) 
r' 

With refcrence to section C, points (m) and (n), the requcsted information 
should be rcpor-ted here in the samc value tcrms as used in the matrix (sect. B). 
It is requestcd that total expenditures 9 at least, and prefcrably detailed by 
type of forte group as in columns (1) through (12) of the matrix, be reported 
for the following items: 

Depletion of ordnancc and ammuni-tionz $100 million per annum . . . . . ..i*.*.........-................ 

Sales from the military sector of: 

(a) land 
> . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

ib) real estate other than land > Sales from the military .~...,..~.~~~~...~....~..,~....~~...,..... 

(c) equiprnent ) sector are negligible. ~.~...~..~~,,..~..~~~,.,~..~,.............~...,......~~,...~ 

b-1 scrvices 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~..........................~..... "2 

(e) other 1 ,~....,.~~~~...............~............~.~".....~...,...,~..... 
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Canada's asnendment 

Respondents are requested to inform the Panel as to whethcr statistics of 
the following kinds would be rcadily available for the reporting year. 

Price index of specific relevance 
to the military sector 

Answer 

Available Not available 

j xi t-1 
1 1 
i 

Elxport s of milit ary equipment 

Such exports divided by 
-- 

(i> countries \ 32 T---I >+$ 
L-I I 

(ii) regions 
-< t .:; 

Imports of military equipment 

Such imports divided by 

ti> countries 

(ii) regions 

Possibilities for converting national military expenditures into a common 
currency for comparison purposos will be considercd by the Ad Hoc Panel in drawing 
up its recommendations. If a regularly published. exchange ratc is unavailable, 
or considered unsuitable for converting military expenditures, respondents are 
requested to comment on other possible ways for comparing the military expenditures 
of the responding country with those of other countries. 

45 These questions are under consideration. 

/  . . I  
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FRANCE 

A$~iginal: French_T 

@CI May 198~7 

This contribution requires several observations: 

(1) The matrix conccived by the Rd I-Ioc Panel on Military Eudgeting iS 
presented in too detailed a form for it to be possible, particularly in the casa 
of a country not includcd in the smple used by the Panel, to provide it, at thw 
stage, with a reply in this form. It has therefore Seemed preferable to prepare 
a double-entry matrix corresponding to the budgetary categories in use in France; 

(2) The data in the attached matrix constitute a Synthesis of the national 
budgetary documents publicly available; 

(3) The terms 'lFNS-ANT" appearing in the matrix correspond to expenditures 
relating to nuclear forces. 

/ . . . 
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GERMANY, FEDERAL REPURLIC OF 

/jriginal: Engli@ 

Li9 August 19827 

Proposed matrix for international reporting on military expenditure 

(Actual outlays, current prices) 

(Table A of United Nations document A/31/222/Rev.l) 

colxltry: FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GE-RMANY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fiscal year: 01 01 1g78 // 21.. . .35.. ..1??8 . . . . . . . . . ..*...... 
dw month year day month year 

(The reporting or fiscal year most closely coinciding 
with calendar year 1978 for which data are available) 

National currency ana unit of measure: Deutsche mark Millions (1 000 000) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*.................................*. 

(The unit of measure should not exceed one ten thousandth of the total military expenditures) 
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Cornments to Reporting Matrix of Federal Republic of Germany 

- Paramilitary forces (8) 

The Federal Republic of Germany does not dispose of forces which fall 
under this heading. The "Bundesgrenzschutz" (BGS) is by law strictly 
limited to police functions. It is not '!a unit, formation etc. which is 
organized, equipped and behave(s) in a similar way as the armed forces, 
and which could carry out combat actions of the same natuxe in terms of 
goal, area and results as those performed by the armed forces." 

- Civil defence (9) 

In view of the Federal German Government, it is the task of civil defence 
to protect the civilian population, homes and,places of work, vital 
civilian factoxies, services (public depax-tments) and installations as 
well as cultural propexty against the effects of war and to repaix or 
mitigate any damage causea by non-military measures. 

Due to its intrinsic non-military character it would be the preferente 
of the Federal German Government not to include these data in a military 
expenditure framework although they have been reproduced in the current 
matxix fox reasons of transparency. The figures originate fromthe 
Federal Ministry of the Interior. 

/ . . . 
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1.1.2 

1.1.3 

1.2 

12.1 

12.2 

12.3 

12.4 

1.2~5 
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2.1 

2.1.1 

2.1.2 

2.1.3 

7.1.4 
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2.1.6 
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2.1.Y 

“9 0 

..< . . . 
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141 0 
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.< .I 
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In order to approximate 
military sector, the following 

-2L 

the opportunity costs of using conscripts in the 
information is requested: 

(a) The average 
likely to obtain during 
the military sector d 

Answer : 

civilian wage rate that the conscripts would have been 
the reporting year if they had not been occupied in 

. . . 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .~0 . . . . . . . . . . . .~ . . . . . . .~ . . . . .~~ .~~~. . .~~~~.~ .~  

(wage per period of time, currency unit) 

If such an estimate is not available, respondents are requested to suggest 
an average civilian wage rate that may be readily available and that the respondents 
believe might serve as a reasonable measure of opportunity costs. 

(b) The number of man-years devoted by conscripts to military service 
3,uring the reporting year concerned. 

Answer: 236,000 . . . . . . ..0............~..........~..~...~...................... 
(number of man-years ) 

With referente to the specific guidelines in section C,, point (d), respondents 
%re requested to give below the total amount of military assistance received from 
zbroad during the reporting year. The smount should be given in the same 
fienomination and currency as used in the matrix (sect. B), preferably converted 
from foreign currencies to national currency at average annual market or par value 
?xchange rates as reported by the International Monetary Fund. 

Answer : 0 . . ..~.....~~.~~..~.~..~~..~.~.,....,.~~~~~...~~.~............. 
(amount) 

With referente to section C!, points (m) and (n), the requested information 
should be reported here in the ssme value terms as used in the matrix (sect. B). 
[t is requested that total expenditures, at leaSt, and preferably detailed by. 
X?e of forte group as in colurmns (1) through (12) of the matrix, be reported for 
;he following items: 

Depletion of ordnance and ammunition: ordnance: . . . . ammo: 416 
..,,.,..,....O..,~.~.*~.,....~~.. 

Sales from the military sector of: 

(a) land 1 ..,....,*....,,, ..,,......,,...,..,.~~;,~.~~~,,,.,~,.,,~*.~." 
(b) real estate other than land ) . ..~...,,..,L..,...~.,,..,..,.....,..... 
( c ) equipment 1 . . . 

. . ..o..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~..........~........ 
(d> services 1 ..~~~........~.~~~.....~~~.,..,....,....~~..~.~~.~.~...... 
(e) other 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~.......~......................~............. 
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f 

Respondents are requested to inform. the Panel as to whether statistics of the 
following kinds would be readily available for the reporting year. 

Answer 

Available Not available -- 

Price index of specific relevance to 
the military sector 

Exports of military equipment III IXI 

Such exports divided by 

(i) countries 

(ii) regions 

El IXI 

17 1z.i 

Dnports of military equipment Ix III 

Such imports divided by 

(i) countries IX III 

(ii) regions El i-i 

Possibilities for converting national military expenditures into a common 
currency for comparison purposes will be considered by the Ad Hoc Panel in drawing 
up its recommendations. If a regularly published exchange rate is unavailable, or 
considered unsuitable for converting military expenditures, respondents are 
requested to comment on other possible ways for comparing the military expenditures 
of the responding country with those of other countries. 

/ .  l 



INDOKESIA 

\ . . 

B. Proposed matrix for international reporting on military expenditure 

(Actual outlays, current prices) 

(Table A of United Nations document A/31/222/Rev.l) 

Country: INDONESIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fiscal year: 

day month year day month year 

(The reporting or fiscal year most closely coinciding 
with calendar year 11.978 for which data are available) 

National currency in unit of measure: 10 million Indonesian rupiah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(The unit of measure should not exceed one ten thousandth of the total military expenditures) 
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Foot-notes to the matsix 

&/ Figures reported under 1.1.2 on srConscripts'P are salaries and allowances 
for al1 military personnel, regular and draft. But defence buaget does not include 
pension funds which are taken care of by the Cepartment of Finance, as for al1 the 
other retired government civil servants. 

g/ Item 1.2.4 are expenditures for electricity, telephone, water and gas. 
Almost al1 facilities, including lands used by military units or establishments, 
are government properties, therefore no rents. 

s/ Only for the procurements of a;rmunitions. 

4-l 2.2.1 and 2.2.3 are mostly not for new constructions, but more for the 
maintenance of those facilities. 

z/ By paramilitary forces (column 8) are meant the police forte of the 
country, Police is part of the armed services, and thus organized under the 
Department of Defence. 

6/ Civil defence is organized by the Department of Interior, while 
technical guidance and support is given by the armed services, 

l/ Expenditures for the United Nations peace-keeping forte are included 
in colms 6 and 7. 

/ . . . 
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Part II 

In order to approximate the opportunity costs of using conscripts in the 
military sector, the following information is requested: 

(a) The average civilian wage rate that the conscripts would have been 
likely to obtain during the reporting year if they had not been occupied inthe 
military sector. 

Answer: PP* 192.000,- per year 
,.......,......*.*..........,.,. 

(wage per period of time, currency unit) 

If such an estimate is not available, respondents are requested to suggest 
an average civilian wage rate that may be readily available and that the 
respondents believe might serve as a reasonable measure of opportunity costs. 

(b) The numb er of man-years devoted by conscripts to military service during 
the reporting year concerned. 

Answer: 25.500 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  l .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ,  . ,  l .  .  .  .  l . * .  

(number of man-years) 

With referente to the specific guidelines in section C, point (d), 
respondents are requested to give below the total amount of military assistance 
received from abroad during the reporting year. The amount should be given in the 
same denomination and currency as used in the matrix (se&. B), preferably 
converted from foreign currencies to national currency at average annual market 
or par value exchange rates as reported by the International Monetary Fund. 

Answer : 57 .*...*........,.,..,,,*.....,... 
(amount ) 

With referente to section C, points (m) and (n), the requested information 
should be reported here in the same value terms as used in the matrix (sect. B). 
It is requested that total expenditures, at lea&, and preferably detailed by 
type of forte group as in columns (1) through (12) of the matrix, be reported 
for the following items: 

Depletion of ordnance and ammunition: Not available , . . . I . . . . . , . . . . . . , . . . . . , . , . . . . . . . 

Sales from the military sector of: 

(a) land None . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~.............. 

(b) real estate other than land None .,...,.*................*......**. 

(c) equipment None .,.....,........I..................,.,,...,......... 

(d) services None . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(e) other 
. ..*.......,...,....*.......,.................,......... 
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Respondents are requested to inform the Panel as to whether statistics of 
the following kinds would be readily available for the reporting year. 

Answer 

Available Not available 

Price index of specific relevance to 
the military sector 

Exports of military equipment 

!/ /x/ - 

! 1x/ - 

Such exports divided by 

(i) countries / m 

(ii) regions / 3 - 

Imports of military equipment /x/ // 

Such imports divided by 

(i> countries ix/ - // 
(ii) regions lxl - // 

Possibilities for converting national. military expenditures into a 
common currency for comparison purposes will be considered by the Ad Hoc Panel 
in drawing up its recommendations. If a regularly published exchange rate is 
unavailable, or considered unsuitable Por converting military expenditures, 
respondents are requested to comment on other possible ways for comparing the 
tilitary expenditures of the responding country with those of other countries. 

/ . . . 
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ITALY 

@Qiginal: Frenchj 

&?8 March 19897 

In view of Italy's interese in the question of reducing military budgets and 
of the importance in that connexion of the Ad Hoc Panel's study, the PermBnent 
Representative of Italy has the honour to transmit herewith the above-mentioned 
reporting instrument with the entries completed for Italy's defence budget for 
the year 1980. 

With regara to category 2.2 "Construction", the technical organization 
of the Italian budget estimates is such that only over-al1 data can be stated 
and not the details sought in items 2.2.1-2.2.13. Moreover, the Italian Government 
considered it useful to add to the categories contained in the proposed 
standardized reporting instrument an additional category covering "daily 
average remuneration of armed forces personnel", in the belief that this datum 
will mske a thorough assessment of military budgets easier. Finally, i-t ?7ould, 

in Italy's view, be desirable to have the standardized reporting instrument 
specify the unit costs of the largest items of equipment (missiles, tanks and 
combat aircraft), in arder to make it easier to compare individual military 
budgets. 

/ . . . 



PfWOSED Wl'RIX NIR INTERNATIONAL RJZF'CRTING ON MILITARY EXPENDITUFZE 

(Rillfom of lira) 

Italy - 1980 Defence Budget 

Air 
forcea 

Other Central support 
combat administration 
forces and command 
(mate 
police) Support Command 

(USO) (SMD) 

(4) (5) (6) (7) 

'aramilitarj 
forces 

C.P./P.S.) 

Civil ilftary assistsnce 
defence 

Home Abroad VIs 

l-l---r 

terri- feace 
t-Y ecP- 

inp, 

Lsnd 
forcea 

Total 

(l-12) 

267.2 682.8 65.2 15.2 

57.4 1.0 184.9 3.9 

161.8 - 29.7 5.3 

70.4 - - 

I I I 

(9) J (10) (11) (12) 

I 
- _ 

1. 

l-1 

1.1.1 

1.1.2 

1.1.3 

1.2 

1.2.1 

1.2.2 

1.2.3 

1.2.4 

1.2.5 

2. 

2.1 

2.1.1 

2.X.2 

2.1.3 

2.1.4 

2.1.5 

2.1.6 

\ . 
. 
. 

OPEBATING COSTS 

Personnel 

Ci-filian 

Conacripta 

Othcr military, in& reserves 

Operatione ana maintenance 

Ikterials for current une 

kfntenence aod repair 

Travel expenses etc. 

Real catate rente 

Othcr 

PAOCUREHENT AND CONSTRUCTION 

Procwement 

Aircraft aad enginee 

Miaailes íncl. conv. varheade 

Nuclear varheads and bomba 

Shipa and boats 

Armoured vehiclcs 

Artillen 

464.6 

128.8 

442.4 

J3.5 

Ll4 .l 

62.0 

86.7 609.8 

40.2 

124.1 

16.5 

76.7 22.0 35.5 1.2 
I  I  1 

274.2 239.3 37.9 36.0 4.4 
I I I 

5.4 

16.4 

25.5 8.6 21.1 3.2 
I I I 

12.4 

17.1 

6.8 

23.7 

280.9 

64.1 



strategic 
forcea 

Naval 
forces 

Air 
forcer 

Othcr 
combat 
forccs 
mste 
policc) 

Civil 
defence 

Lana 
forma 

Central eupport Paremilitary 
administrfttion forces 

md c0mna (G.P./P.S.) 

Support Command 
(USG) (SmI 

(6) (7) (81 

1.0 

3.8 18.3 17.2 

6.3 - 

10.0 43.6 4.5 

1 1 

Reeourcc costs 

2.1.7 Other ground force veapone 

2.1.8 Ordnance ECI~ salmunition 

2.i.9 Elcctronics mnd eommnicstions 

2.1.10 llmwarmoured vehicles 

2.1.11 Other 

1.6 62.8 

23.6 

2.2 

2.2.1 

2.2.2 

2.2.3 

2.2.4 

2.2.5 

2.2.6 

2-2.7 

2-2.8 

2.2.9 

16.1 Construction 

Airbssce, airrields 

Miasile Eites 

Naval bsscs and facilities 

Electronics etc. 

Personnel facilitiee 

Medical facilities 

Training faeilities 

Warehouses, depots etc. 

Cowand and a¿lm. facilities 

2.2.10 Portifications 

2.2.11 shclters 

2.2.12 Land 

2.2.13 Gther 

. . 
* . 



3. RESEARCH AWD Lw,vzamm 

3.1 Basie and applied research 

3.2 Developaent, testfag 
and cvaluation 

4. WTAL (1+2+3) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 - - 

7.3 7.3 1.2 1.2 43.4 43.4 

1900.9 1900.9 910.2 910.2 1 1 b56.5 b56.5 

Other 
combat 
forces 
(6tate 
police) 

(5) 

Bbo.z 

Central supprt 
adminiatration 

and comand 

Parainilitary 
lorces 

(G*P./P.S.) 

(8) 

I Heme Abroea un (l-12) 
terri- Peace 

t-Y keep- 

ing 

(9) (10) (ll) (12) (13) 

I 
4.6 

69.1 

5 842.3 62.3 

Average daily remuneration of arnuzd forces personnel (by rank) 

- Officera : 30450lire 

- Ikw+comuGseioned officerst 22 190 * 

- Coascrfpte : 1000 " 

. . 
. 



1. QPERATING COSTS 

1.1 P.?l?SOlWl.Zl 

1.1.1 Clvilian 

1.1.2 Conscrlpts 

1.1.3 Other military 
inc1. reserves 

1.2 Operatlons ana 
maintenance 

1.2.1 Materials for 

currcnt use 

1.2.2 Maintcnance 
and repair 

1.2.3 Travel 
expenses etc. 

1.2.4 Real estate 
rents 

1.2.5 Other 

t  

%, 

,  

L 

stra- 
teg1c 
forces 

-V- 

0 

-- 

Land Naval 
f orces forces 

(2) 

690 641 000 

15 769 000 

148.926 000 

&3inal: smsq 
,$b April 19807 

PROPOSEO MATRIX POR INTERNATIONAL REPORTING ON HILITARY EXPENDITURE 

-- 

-. 

Air 
forces 

526 359 000 

1 831 000 

52 446 000 

118 195 000 

276 000 

1. Operatlng coste 

100 293 000 

100 293 000 

170 000 

9 749 000 

Central supPoet 
administration 

and command 

(6) 

---i 

(7) 

I 

Paca- Civil Paca- Civil t4i1itary t4i1itary 
mili- defence mili- defence assistance assistance Total Total 
tary tary Ibme Ibme Abroad UN Abroad UN 

forces forces terrl- terrl- peace- peace- 
tory tory keeping keeping 

(8) (8) (9) (9) 10) 10) (ll) (ll) (121 (121 (13) (13) 

9 299 176 000 9 299 176 000 

231 985 000 231 985 000 

367 367 414 000 414 000 

320 222 000 



PRDPSED MRTRLX POR INTERNATION~L RBPORTING ON IIILITMY EXPENDITURE 

2. Procurement snd canstructlon 

2. PROCDREMRNT &ND 
CUNSTRDCTlON 

2.1 Procurement 

2.1.1 Aircraft end 
engInaLa 

2.1.2 Icíesilt3a incl. 
con". warheads 

2.1.3 Nuclear uarhtads 
and bomba 

2.1.4 Shipe and boata 

2.1.5 Arroured 
vehicles 

2.1.6 Artillery 

2.1.7 Othec gromd 

focce weapons 

2.1.8 Drdkmce and 
¿uwunitlon 

2.1.9 Electronics and 
cornunlcations 

z-1.10 Non-armouced 
vehlcles 

2.1.11 othcr 

stra- 
tegíc 
forces 

Rasourcc conta 

\ . 
. 

Lend 
Eoccer 

80 000 000 

80 962 000 

Other H~litary 
comhat Industcy 
forces Depart- 

ment 

IS) If) 

I 

-F 

Central auppoct 
adninistretlon 

and cormand 
SupPmt Command 

16) 17) 

---r 
I 

.- 

Pate- 
rili- 
tary 

forces 

(8) 

Total 

80 962 000 

51 502 OOC 

916 ooa 

81 750 000 

131 441 000 



PROPOSED r(ArRIX EWR IHïZRNATION&L RJWORTING OH MILITARY EXPENDI'CURE 

2. Procucemcnt and construction (contlnued) 

FOCCS gcoupa 

\ 

Rcsoucce costs 

2.2 Construction 

2.2.1 Airbaaes, 

airfields 

2.2.2 Hlsslle sitcs 

2.2.3 Naval bases and 
facilltles 

2.2.4 dlectronlca etc. 
ol 

2.2.5 Personnel 
facflitles 

2.2.6 Hedícal 
facllltles 

2.2.7 Tcaíning 
facilities p/ 

2.2.8 Warehouses, 
depots, etc. s 

2.2.9 Command and 
adm. facilities 

2.2.10 Foctlfications 

2.2.11 Shelters d 

2.2.12 Land EJ 

2.2.13 Other 

stcs- 
tegic 

l 

Land 
EOCCFlS forccs 

+- 

centra1 support 
adminlstratlon 

and command 

para- ClVIl Military 
alll- defsnce apslstance 
tary Hore Abroad UN 

forces tecri- peace- 
tory keeping 

(8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 

mata1 

(13) 

I l f I I 10 000 000 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
l 

I 
I 

w P 1 

, - - - - 1  



PIWWSED NATRIX FOR IN'TRRNRTIONN. RBF-ORTING ON l4ItITARY PXPENDIWRE 

3. neseaccb ana hvcloPment 

3. Research and 
Develomfent 1/ 

3.1 Basic and 
applied 
cesearch 

3.2 Developrcot, 
testing and 
evalua tAon 

4. 'POTAL (1+2+3) 

h- 

ara- 
teg*c 
Coccae 

(1) 

Land 
fOU3Xi 

(2) 

10,542,692,000 , 

- 

Naval AiC 
focces -T- forcss 

(31 (41 

z 760.069,00( 

4. - ?vtal 

eent 

---l-- 
(SI t.1 

I 

-t 

!E 491.939.00 I 10 

and 
hlppoct 

Central auppoct Central auppoct Paca- Para- Clvil Clvil 
admlnlstzation admlnlstzation mili- defencc mili- defencc 

command command tary tary 
Command forces Command forces 

(7) (7) (0) (0) (9) (9) (6) 

&lllLtacy 1 
as8 Lstance 

wme Abroad UN 
terci- peW.X- 
tocy kee(Aq 
(10) (ll) (12) 

Tota1 

113) 

11,E14.600.000 

l Additional column taking accwnt of thc structure of the Mexlcan Ary and Alc Por& (SDN). 
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NETHERMNDS 

/Original: Englis&hj 

LT5 April 190OJ 

This memorandum shall have to be considered as an integral par-t of the 
Netherlands' reply to the note of the Secretary-General. Conversely the document 
entitled "Proposed Reporting Matrix and Instructions" as filled in by and for 
the Retherlands should not be used independently from this memorandum. 

Reporting matrix 

re: 1.1.3. 

re: 1.2.2. 

re: 1.2.3. 

Military pensions are headed in total under "Support" (6) at the 
amount of 942,462 thousands of ,guilders. 

Major overhauls and modifications are included in the appropriate 
"procurement" items. 

The amounts between brackets only concern "travel expenses". An 
amount of 2,095 thousands of guilders under "Support" (6) represents 
the expenditure for periodicals. 

re: 2.2. 

re: 3. 

re: (8) 

re: (9) 

The specification asked is not available. 

The amounts for Research and Development are for technical reasons 
included in the appropriate "procurement" items, for the total 
smount of 89,538 thousands of guilders. 

The Netherlands Roya1 "blarechaussee" (charged with externa1 as well 
as interna1 security tasks) is represented under (5) "Other comba-t; 
forces". Additional expenditures concerning the "Marechaussee" 
forces are included in the figures presented under (Z), (3) and (4) 

Figures concerning "Civil Defence" are included in the Netherlands' 
reply. It is stressed that these figures originate from the 
budget of the Ministry of the Interior. (For technical reasons it 
was found necessary to present budgetary figures instead of real 
expenditures. Therefore these figures represent estimates and are 
put between brackets.) 

If a reporting State would consider i-t to be unsuitable to report 0 
civil defence expenditures, such a view should in the opinion of th 
Netherlands be expressed in that State's reply concerning the 
reporting instrument and should form integral part of that reply. 



B. Proposed matrix for international reporting on military expenditure 

(Actual outlays, current prices) 

(Table A of United Nations document A/31/222/Rev.l) 

Country: Netherlands ..*.-............ Fiscal year: 
.  I  .???U?% IB?8. .  / /  3L Dec:mber .$??8, l l .  .  .  .  .  .  .  

day month year day xonth year 

(The reporting or fiscal year most closely coinciding 
with calendar year 1978 for Vich data are available) 

National currency and unit of measure: l'housands of Dutch guilders 
l . . - . - - . - - . . . .  l . *  .  .  .  .  i .  .  .  .  l .  .  * . * . . . * * . . . * .  . . - . . I . . . . .  

(The unit of measure shoüLd not exceed one ten thousandth of the total military expenditures) 



1. 

1.1 

1.1.1 
1.1.2 

1.1.) 

1.2 

1.2.1 

1.2.2 

1.2., 

1.2.4 

1.2.5 

*. 

2.1 

2.1.1 

2.1.2 

2.1.3 

2.1.4 

2.1.3 

2.1.6 

2.1.7 

$?.l.E 

2.1.9 

2.1.10 

2.1.11 

2.2 

2.2.1 

2.2.2 

2.2-J 

2.2.4 

2.2.5 

2.2.h 

2.2.1 

2.2.8 

2.2.9 

2.2.10 

2.e.11 

22.12 

2.2.13. 

3. 

3.1 

3.2 

4. 

Othor 
mmh,t 
forca. 

(5) l - 
171 
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Par-t II 

In arder to approximate the opportunity costs of using conscripts in the 
ailitary sector, the following information is requested: 

(a) The average civilian wage rate that the conscripts would have been 
Likely to obtain during the reporting year if they had not been occupied in the 
nilitary sector. 

Answer: . . . . ~LW. &WN? a ?'ear. . . . . . . , . . , . . . . . . . . 

(wage per period of time, currency unit) 

If such an estimate is not available, respondents are requested to suggest 
3r-1 average civilian wage rate that may be readily available and that the 
respondents believe might serve as a reasonable measure of opportunity costs. 

(b) The number of man-years devoted by conscripts to militar-y service during 
bhe reporting year concerned. 

47 000 Answer: . ...* Z................,... , . . . . . . . 

(number OR man-years) 

With referente to "che specific guidelines in section C, point (d), 
t-espondents are requested to give below the total amount of military assistan'ce 
received from abroad during the reporting year. The amount should be given in 
;he same denomination and currency as used in the matrix (sect. B), preferably 
zonverted from foreign currencies to national currency at average annual market 
>r par value exchange rates as reported by the International Monetary Fund. 

Answer: . . . . noYe ,.,............. ,,. . . . . . . . . . 

(amount) 

With referente to section C, points (m) and (n), the requested information 
should be reported here in the same value terms as used in the matrix (sect. B). 
tt is requested that total expenditures, at leas-t, and preferably detailed by 
;;ype of Torce group as in columns (1) through (12) of the matrix, be reported for 
;he folïowing items: 

not available 
Consumption of ordnance and ammunition: . , . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . 

Sales from the military sector of: 

(a) land .......... ..i.. .................. 
6,050,094 guilders (a + b) 

b) real estate other than land ) .................... 

(c) equipment 
11 890 726 cuilders (c) 

............. .. .... . ti . . . .  ....... 

(d> services . , . , , . . . . . l..,...,., *..=*..*e.. 
) 4,258,097 guilders (d + e) 

(e) other ,.....,,., .) ..,....... . e v a So b l * 0 
/ l .  .  



-so- 

Responden-& are requested to informthe Panel as to whether statistics of 
the following kinds would be readily available for the reporting year. 

Answer 

Available Not available 

Price index of specific relevance to 
the military sector 

Exports of military equipment 

Such exports divided by 

(i) countries 

(ii) regions 

Imports of military equipment 

Such imports divided by 

(i> countries 

(ii) regions 

Possibilities for converting national military 
currency for comparison purposes will be considered 

expenditures into a common 
by the Ad Hoc Panel in -.~ - 

drawìng up its recommendations. If a regularly published exchange rate is 
unavailable, or considered unsuitable for converting military expenditures, 
respondents are requested to comment on other possible ways for comparing the 
military expenditures of the responding country with those of other countries, 

/ 
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WEW ZEALAND '" 

/&iginal: I?nglisll/ 

Y?he New Zealand Ministry of Defence has requested that attention be drawn to 
the fact that their figures do not include war pensions nor superannuation 
paymerds for ex-servicemen or civilian employees of the Ministry. In compiling 
the figuFe,s on research and development, the Ministry has aggregated al1 
expenditur'e, including personnel costs, under that heading. 

/ . . . 



Proposed matrix for international reporting on military expenditure 

(Actual outlays, current prices) 

(Table A of United Nations document A/31/222/Rev.l) 

colmtry: * ~liTev.ze~wQ*. . . . *. Fiscal year: l-4-1918 
.  .  .  . . * s . .  l . * . . . . . .  / /  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ?k?T1??9. .  .  .  .  .  .  

day month year dw month year 

(The reporting or fiscal year most closely coinciding 
with calendar year 1978 for which data are available) 

Nationa,l currency and unit of measure: New Zealand dollars - Thoussnds of NZ dollars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-............--.......-............... 

(The unit of measure should not exceed one ten thousandth of the total militar-y expenditures) 



1. 

1.1 

1 LL.1 
1.1.2 

X.1.3 

1.2 

3.2.1 

1.2.2 

3 -2.3 

3.2.4 

3.2.5 

2. 

2.1 

2.1.1 

2-1.2 

P-3.3 

2.1.4 

2.1.5 

Z-3.6 

2-x.1 

2.3.8 

2.3.9 

2.1.m 

2.3.11 

2.2 

2-2.1 

22!.2 

2-2.3 

8.2.4 

2-2.5 

2.2.6 

2.2.7 

2.2.8 

2.2.9 

1.2*10 

z-2.11 

1.2.12 

1.2.13 

5. 

5.3 

5.2 

65 1 450 150 165 2 430 

1 110 290 30 1450 

65 280 460 135 940 

Ta-AL (1+2+3) 

/ . . . 



NORWAY 

LOriginal: Englisg 

LT August l!@T 

B. Proposed matrix for internationãl rePOrtinf4 On militar;y expenditme 

(Actual outlays, current prices) 

(Table A of United Nations document A/31/222/Rev.l) 

country: 
hORI?AY . . ..*................ Fiscal year: 1 January 1978 31December 1978 

.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  

day month year 
/ /  .  & .  .;;iii. . ; , ; ;  .  .  .  l 

(The reporting or fiscal year most closely coinciding 
with calendar year 1978 for which data are available) 

National currency and uait of measure: 
Hillion Worwegian kroner 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~....~~.................... 

(The unit of measure should not exceed one ten thousandth of the totalmilitary expenditures) 

\ . . 
. 



1. 

1.1 

1.1.1 
1.1.2 

1.1.3 

1.2 
1.2.1 

1.2.2 

1.2.3 

1.2.4 

1.2.5 

P. 

2.1 

P.1.l 

2.1.2 

2.1.3 

2.1.4 

J.ì.5 

2.1.6 

5.1.7 

2 J.8 

2.1.9 

2.1.10 

f.l.11 

z-2 

'.2.1 

!.2.P 

r-2.3 

?.2.4 

F-2.5 

b.2.6 

'-2.7 

,.2.8 

.2.g 

.ê.lO 

.2.11 

.2.12 

-2.13 

-1 

.2 Ileve1opment, teating ana . . 0 0 0 . . e"*"*tion e*, ., . . . 0 0 0 

lvlm (le+>) . . 2 052 1 493 '1933 . . 1292 . . . . . 142 54 120 7 lj6 

/  . . I  
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Part II 

In arder to approximate the opportunity costs of using conscripts in the 
military sector, the following information is requested: 

(a) The average civilian wage rate that the conscripts would have been likely 
i 

to obtain during the reporting year if they had not been occupied in the military 
sector. 

Answer: 
28.000 N I-Cr 

. . . . . . . . ..~.~~....~.~.~~~....~~.~...~~......~..~.~~.......~... 

(wage per period of time, currency unit) 

If such an estimate is not available, respondents are requested to suggest an 
: 

average civilian wage rate that may be readily available and that the respondents 
believe might serve as a reasonable measure of opportunity costs. 

(b) The number of man-years devoted by conscripts to military service during 
"che reporting year concerned. 

Answer: 
25 .ooo 

.~.~....,...........~........~......~..~...~...,.~..~..~...... 
(number of man-years) 

With referente to the specific guidelines in section C, point (d), respondentl 
are requested to give belosr the total amount of military assistance received frOín 
abroad during the reporting year. The amount should be given in the same 
denomination and currency as used in the matrix (section B), preferably converted 
from foreign currencies to national currency at average annual market or par value 
exchange rates as reported by the International Konetary Fund. 

Answer: 
96 mil1 Borwegian kroner 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~.~.~...~.~.................. 

(smount) 

With referente to section C, points (m) and (n), the requested information 
should be re-portea here in the same value terms as used in the matrix (sectíon B) 
It is requested that total expenditures, at least, and preferably detailed by tylo 
of forte group as in columns (1) through (12) of the matrix, be reported for the 
following items: 

Depletíon of ordnance and smmunition: .~....,,~.,,..,..........,...... 

Sales from the military sector of: 

(a) land ..~.~.......~~..,...~..,.~,~~~...~.~..~...~.~.....~..~..~.~. 

bd real estate other than land ~..~.C~~..~.~~.~,.~...........~.~~~~. 

(c) equipment . . . . . . . . ..~....(........~...........,.~...............~ 

(d) services ..,...~,,....,,~...,..,~..,,...........~.....~.~~~~.~... 

(e) other . ..~~...........,..,...........,.......,......~~.~......... 
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Respondents are requested to inform the Panel 
following kinds would be readily available for the 

Price index of specific relevance 
to the military sector 

Exports of military equipment 

Such exports divided by 

(i) countries 

(ii) regions 

Imports of military equipment 

Such imports divided by 

(i) countries 

(ii) regions 

as to whether statistics of the 
reporting year. 

Answer 

Available Not available 

/ 

/‘-/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 
/x/ 

Possibilities for converting national military expenditures into a common 
currency for comparison purposes will be considered by the Ad Hoc Panel in dralring 

,up its recommendations. If a regularly published exchange rate is unavailable, or 
' considered unsuitable for converting military expenditures, respondents are requested 
to comment on other possible ways for comparing the military expenditures of the 
responding country with those of other countries. 

ICornments 

The completion of "che matrix has proved to be a time-consumir@ ta&. This is 
j,Primarily due to the fact that the subdivision of the Worwegian Defence establishment 
flfollo~r~ a pattern based on other criteria than the matrix drawn up by the Ad Hoc 
Panel. As a result it is impossible, without a considerable rearrangement of the 
Norwegian statements of account, to arrive at the expenditure for the various 
"Forte groups" according to "Resource costs's. If the matrix were to be altered to 
enable the required information to be obtained directly from the Worwegian aCcOmtS, 

khis would entail changes Trhich would presumably be unacceptable and serve little 
purpose otherwise. To facilitate the work somewhat, the following changea are 
however proposed: 

1. "Central support administration and command " be viewed as a single heading. 

2. 'Travel expenses etc." (1.2.3) be confined to travel expenses only. 

Attention is also drawn to the following points: 

/ . . . 
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Under "Forte groups"' . 

Item (7) includes expenditure both for "Support" (6) and "Command" (7). In 
total, the expenditures here are estimated at Nkr 1,150 million for "Support" and 
Wkr 250 million for "Command". 

Civil defence expenditures (9) are not covered by the Defence Budget. These 
expenditures are therefore not included in the calculations. 

Under "Resource costs": 

Items 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 have been taken together and entered under item 1.2.5. 

Under 2.2 'lConstruction's, expenditures for militar-y assistance, "Heme 
territory" (10) and "Abroad's (11) have been entered as respectively Nkr 142 million 
and Nkr 54 million. These are expenditures in connexion with NATO infrastructurc 
programes. 1-t has no-t been considered feasible to split up these smounts into the 
different "resource costs". The amounts are therefore only included in the aggregat 
for "Construction". Items 2.2.1 to 2.2.15 have been placed in parenthesis, since 
the swn of these amounts does not tally with the aggregate sum "Construction", 2.2. 

Expenditures on pay, approximately Nkr 45 million to "Research and 
development", item 3, are not included in calculating this sum, since these have 
been entered under item 1.1. 

/ ..- 



SWEDEN 

L&iginal: Englis&T 

/zi January 19827 

Proposed matrix for international reporting on militar-v expenditure 

(Actual outlays2 current prices) 

(Table A of United Nations document A/31/222/Rev.l) 

country: 
Sweden Fiscal year: 1978 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I. .:. .?%. . . . .* . . // 

day month year 

(The reporting or fiscal year most closely coinciding 
with calendar year 1978 for which data are available) 

National currency and unit of measure: 
Million Swedish kronor 

. . . . . . . . ..~.......~.........~.......~..~~.~........... 

(The unit of measure should not exceed one tenthousandth of the total militar-y expenditures) 

I e 

\ . 
. 
. 
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Foot-notes to the filled-in matrix 

II/ The figures given under item "1.2.4 Real es-tate rents" include capital 
costs and costs of maintenance for military establishments and al1 costs (including 
heating) for such buildings that are rented but not owned by the military sector. 
This refers to columns 2-4. 

g/ Ammunition exclusively. The definition of "ordinance" is not quite clear. 

z/ This figure shows expenditure on fortifications for the protection of the 
commanding and administrative centres of the civil defence. 

&' See explanations under foot-note (t) in the annexed "Comrnents". 

z/ The total extra outlays for Swedish United Nations peace-keeping forces 
amounted to 160 million kroner. It is, however, estimated that half of it will 
be reimbursed by the United Nations. 

/ . . . 
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Part II 

In order toapproximatethe opportunity costs of using conscripts in the 
military sector, the following information ís requested: 

(a) The average civilian wsge rate that the cons cripts would have been 
likely to obtain during the reporting year if they had not been occupied in the 
military sector. 

Answer: In the range ,between 6,000 and 6,500 SW kroner . . . . . . ..~........~.................~....~.~.~....~~.~~........... 

(wage per period of time, currency unit) 

If such an estimate is not available, respondents are requested to suggest 
an average civilian wage rate that may be readily available and that the 
respondents believe might serve as a reasonable measure of opportunity costs. 

(b) The number of man-years devoted by conscripts to military service, 
during the reporting year concerned. 

Answer: 37,049 ..,I.,............,........~.... . ..*......,.......,,..*...*...... 

(number of man-years) 

With referente to the specific guidelines in section C, point (d), 
respondents are requested to give below the total amount of military assistance , 
received from abroad during the reporting year. The amount should be given in 
the same denomination and currency as used in the matrix (sect.. B), preferably 

i 

converted from foreign currencies to national currency at average annual market ; 
or par value exchange rates as reported by the International Monetary Fund. 1 

Answer: None . ..*........................,.,......,..,....~~........,....~..*.. 

( amount ) 

With referente to section C, points (m) and (n), the requested information 
should be reported here in the same value terms as used in the matrix (sect. B). 
It is requested that total expenditures, at lea&, and preferably detailed by type 
of forte group as in columns (1) througn (12) of the matrix, be reported for the 
following items: 

(2) (3) (4) (6) (7) (13) 
Depletion of ordnance and ammunition: 1.84 28 24 o o 236. 

.  .  .  .  .  .  .  l .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  l *  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  

Sales from the military sector of: 

(a) lana 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * 

(b) real estate other than land 0 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  l .  , , . . , . . . . . . , , . , , . , .  l .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  m  

(c) equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...?? 2 10 0 0 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..."..... l .  .  .  

(d) services 1 28 1 0 0 30 . . . . . . . . . . . ..I............................................... 

(e) other 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*................... 
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Respondents are requested to inform the Panel as to whether statistics of 
the following kinds would be readily available for the reporting year. 

Answer -m 

Available Not available 

Price index of specific relevance 
to the military sector / i-3 

Exports of military equipment /x/ r-7 

Such exports divided 

ti> countries 

(ii) regions 

by 

Imports of military equipment /x/ / 

Such imports divided by 

(iI countries 

(ii) regions 

i-7 E-7 

/x7 r-7 

Possibilities for converting national military expenditures into a common 
Xrrency for comparison purposes will be considered by the Ad Hoc Panel in drawing 
Jp its recommendations. If a regularly published exchange rate is unavailable, or 
eonsidered unsuitable for converting military expenditures, respondents are 
hequested to comtnent on other possible ways for comparing the military expenditures 
Df the responding country with those of other countries. 

/ . . . 



Amex 
Estimation of average civilian wage rate for employees in the age of 20-24 years 

Sector selection 

Manufacturing ind 

Monthly pay Social Total 
(mia-781 costs (O+(2) 

(1) (2) (3) 

Number of 
full-time 
employees 

(4) 

weights 

Ir) 

Weighted 
Pw 

(3)x(5) 

(6) 

Salaried employees 4 467 1 ‘i’k? 6 209 4 276 0.080 W-7 

workers 5 541 2 161 7 702 8 552 0.159 1224.6 

Trade 

Salariedemployees 

Workers 

Public sector 

Central governmznt 

Local government 

4 351 1 697 6 048 2 416 0.045 272.2 

4137 1613 5 750 12 770 0.236 1 368.5 

4 319 1684 6 003 16 947 0.316 1 896.9 

4 053 1 581 5 634 8 709 0.162 912.7 

6 172 L/ 

&/ This figure, which must be regaraea as very approximate, should be raisea by about 5 per cent to 
account for wage increases auring the fiscal year 1978/79. The impact of unemployment should also be 
considered. 

. 
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Comtnents 

1. With referente to page 8 in the reporting instrument, the Swedish Government 
WoüLdlike to declare that it has encountered no great difficulties when filling in 

II the matrix. Some improvements may still be made with regara to the compOSitiOn of 
the matri'& and the formulation of its accompanying instructions and guidelines. 
Such measures should, however, not change the main structure and content of the 
VoPoSed reporting instrument which the Swedish Government regards as an 
appropriate, viable and. recommendable means of reporting military expenditures. 

2. !the following comments are made with referente to the respective foot-notes 
in part I of the instructions for the filling-in of 'che matrix. 

Foot-note (c): The Swedish Government is s-ti11 of the opinion earlier 
expressed to the Secretary-General that the main purpose of a countrg's 
civil defence is to protect the civilian population anc?. not to contribute 
to the military strength of the country. I-t is therefore doubtful whether 
expenditure on civil defence should be treated like military expenditure 
and reported together with such expenditure. The preferente of the Swedish 
Government is that the column for civil defence be removed from the matrix. 

Poot-note (h): According to Swedish accounting practices, major moàification 
and repair activities are budgeted and accounted for under different headings. 
The figures shown in the matrix have consequently been reported accordingly 
and no particular problems have been encountered on this point. 

Foot-note (i): The heading of item 1.2.3 seems to be somewhat misleading. 
It is suggested that it be reformulated to read '1.2.3. Purchased services" 
with the following explanatory lines: "This item should include 
expenditures for various kínds of purchased services such as travel 
expenses, postal charges, printing expenses and other". 

Foot-note (j): In the Stieclish accounting system the military sector has 
to pay capital costs also for such buildings and facilities that belong to 
the militar-y sector itself. 1-t has therefore not been difficult to find 
and report the desired figures. This aecowting practice will, however, 
be abandoned after the fiscal year 1979/80. 

One problem that seems to cal1 for some consideration is the fa& that 
costs for the use of buildings are reported under severa1 items. Item 1.2.1 
"Materials for current use" includes for instance the costs for heating 
(petroleum products) in case the military sector pays for these costs 
separately. In other cases, when they are paid for as an integral part 
of the rent costs, they will normally appear under 1.2.4 "Real estate rents". 
It is the same thing with, the costs of maintenance, which may be reported 
separately under 1.2.3 "Maintenance and repair" but also fa11 under item 
1.2.4. 

Considering this rather confusing pattern i-t may be preferable to instruct 
the respondents to report al1 kinds of rent costs under one single item. 

/ . , . 
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Foot-note (k): Concerning such major weapons systems that were procured 
by Swedish forces in the reporting year their average-length-of-service 
rates could be roughly estimated as follows. 

2.1.1 Aircraft (system 37 Viggen) .,................... 15 years 

2.1.2 Missiles etc. (mainly air defence and air-to-air 
missiles) I.....................,...........,.... 15 H 

2.1.4 Ships and boats (patrol-boats) ..,., ..* . . . . . . . . . . 25 " 

2.1.5 Armoured vehicles (light tanks) . . . . . ..*......... 25 '9 

During the same year equivalent equipment of the same order and magnítude 
has been taken out of service so in no case has the procurement of new 
systems led to an increase of military equipment within the artned forces. 

Foot-note (t): Cne problem has been to distribute such research costs 
which could not be referred to any particular forte group. As a consequence 
of this, the figures reported in the different columns under items 3 and 3.1 
do not ada up to the total figure given in column 13. A way of eliminating 
this inconsistency could be to insert an extra column for this type of 
expenditure. 

The distinction between basic research for military purposes and other 
basic research has been made by the Swedish Government on a purely 
institutional basis. The basic research reported in the matrix has been 
limited to such basic research that has been identified and carried out 
by the National Defence Research Institute. 

It seems most probable that basic research will be identified and reported 
according to very different principies by different countries. This seems 
to cal1 for further attention when refining the matrix. 

/ . . . 



UIJITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Proposea mat.rix.for international reporting on military expenditure 

(Actual outlays, current prices) 

(Table A of United Nations document A/Y/222/Rev.l) 

country: Iinited States of America 
.  .  .  .  .  l .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  

Fiscal year: 1 October 1977 / -30 September 1978 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
day month year day mnth year 

(The reporting or fiscal year mst closely coinciding 
with calendar gear 1978 for which data are available) 

Nationril currency aud unit of measure: US dollar: milCon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(The unit of'maasure should not exceed one ten thoussndth of the total military expenditures) 

\ . 
: 



1. OPER>\TING CWPS ( 19 495 1 18 24 0 17068 2 730 2 884 10 444 2 561 (22) 1670 . . . . . . 75 172 ., 

1.1 PersoNlel e/ 1 14 176 I ll 599 ll 039 2 la5 1525 9 432 
1 881 22 I .., . . . . . . 51862 

" --_ ,kr cm 22 ' 18 876 

4. m?!AL (1+2+3) I.. 24 832 JO 575 28 071 3 036 3 815 10 659 2 659 91 2 070 484 62 

0 Ni1 OS 112 !mí t .  

. . Lot Appllcable. 

,.. Not Available. 

( ) Provisima1 Data. 

LCJ Reierenco Data (non-aaaltlve). 

l sea Ilotea. 

/... 
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Notes to table 1 

(Totals may not agree with sums of components due to independent rounding.) 

Columns 

6: Includes the Office of the Secretary of Defense. 

9: Includes al1 outlays of the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, since 
reorganized into the Federal Eknergency Management Agency. 

10: Includes al1 atomic energy defence-related outlays. Entries in 
row 2.1.3 are for raference only - they are not additive in columns 10 and 13. 
Row 3 is includsd in rows 1 and 2. 

Rows 

1.1.2-3: Al1 military personnel compensation. The entry in column 7 ís 
military rttiremént pay. 

2.2 : Outlays under official United States procurement appropriation accounts, 
except for their personnel compensation componrnt, are assigned in 
their entirety to the most applicable cells of the United Nations matrix. 

2.2 : Marine Corps (column 5) is included in Navy construction. 

/  . I .  
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Part II 

In order to approximate the opportunity costs of using conscripts in the 
military sector, the following information is requested: 

(a) The average civilian wage rata that the conscripts would have been 
likely to obtain during the reporting year íf they had not been occupied in the 
military sector. 

Answsr : Not applicable, in the absence of conscription. IYIilitary 
compensation is designed to compete with civilian, 

If such an estimate is not available, respondents are requested to suggest 
an average civilian wage rate that may be readilv available and that the 
respondents believe might serve as a rccson~~ble measure of opportunity costs. 

(b) The numbes of man-years devoted by conscripts to military service 
during the reporting year concerned, 

None (Conscription has not been in practice since 1973.) Answer: ,., , . . . . . . , . , , . . . . +. . . . . . , . . . . 
(number of man-years) 

With referente to the specific guidelines in section C, point (d), 
respondents are requested to give below the total amount of military assistance 
receivrd from abroad Curing the reporting year. The amount should be given in tht 
samr denomination and currency as usad in the matrix (section B), preferably 
converted from foraign currenciss to national currency at average annual market 
or par value exchange rates as reported by ths International Monetary Fund. 

Wone Answer: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~... 
(mlourlt > 

With referrnca to section C, points (m) and (n), the requested information 
should be reported here in the same value terms as used in 'che matrix (section n), 
It is requested that total expenditures, at least, and prefsrably detailed by tYp6 
of force group as in columns (1) through (12) of the matrix, be reported for the 
following items: 

Depletion of ordnance and ammunition: . . , . , . . , . . , , . , , . . . 

Sales from the military sector of: 

(a) land,. . . , , . . . . ., . . . . . . . . .,.....* , . ., 

b) real estate other than land . . . , . , . . . , , , . . . , . . . I 

(cl equipment . . . , . . , , . . . . , , . , . . . . . . ., , . . ., 

(d) services., , ,., , , , . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . 

(e) other,., + ,.., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., 
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Respondents are requested to inform the Panel as to whether statistics of the 
following kinds would be readily available for the reporting year. 

Answer 
Available Not available 

Price index of specific relevance 
to the military sector 

Exports of military equipment Ix/ - // 

Such exports divided by 

(1) countries 

(ii) regions 
Ix/ - // 

Ix7 - // 

Imports of militar-y equipment 

Such imports divided by 

(i) countries 

(ii) regions 
/Yi - // 

/x/ // 

Possibilities Por converting national military expenditures into a common 
currency for comparison purposes will be considered by the Ad Hoc Panel in drawing 
up its recommendations. If a regularly published exchange rate is unavailable, or 
considered unsuitable for converting military expenditures, respondents are 
requested to comment on other possible ways for comparing the military expenditures 
ofthe responding country with those of other countries. 

Official or market exchange rates can be very unsuitable, particularly where 
voluntary versus conscription personnel compensation is involved. Purchasing 
eower parities, where available, should be more accurate. They should be 
Zalculated specifically for the military sector, at least for personnel pay, in 
jrcler to achieve maximum accuracy. 

Explanatory note 

This note is intended to assist the United l!Tations Ad Hoc Panel on Military 
judñeting ín carrging out its practica1 test of the proposed matrix for reporting 
>n military expenditures. As the United States Government has already observed 
A/32/194, 14 September 1377) and as explained further below, United States da!a 
;hat can be inserted directly to complete the proposed matrix in its entirety 1s 
Lot readily available at present. 

The instructions cal1 for actual outlays. In United States practice, for'mal 
lccounting of actual outlays follows the appropriation categories used by the 

/ 9.. 
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(!ongress of the United States ín grantíng budget authority to JJníted States 
Government agencies t;ivinr; them the ríght to enter ínto oblí~ations resulting in ; 
outlays (payments by the Uníted States Treasury). 

For military expenditures, these approprintion categories indicate the general I 
function of the outlays (that is, military personnel, operations and maintenance, 
procurement, research and develoPment 9 etc.) and the military service or agency ( 
to which they are assigned." Outlays, which are not the main fínancial measure 
used in United States budgetary planning and accounting, are readily available 
only ín this format. They are shown as such in table 1 above, ín which column 
headings reflect 1Jnited States Armed Forces service branches, and other defence 
agencies, and defence-lride expendítures. The appropríation titles have been 
arranged to conform as far as possible to the vertical tab of the Uníted l‘ations \ 
format. In doing so, the personnel compensation component has been removed from 
each appropriation account and consolidated ín accordance with the standard matrix. 

Resides "outlays'l, 1Jníted States defence budget accounting is also done ín 
terms of "budget authoritg" (RA) and íts variar-k, "total obligational authority" 
(TOA). In FY 1978, the three measures fox major Department of Defense 
appropriation categories differed as follows (ín millíons): 

Appropriatíon Account 

Military personnel 

Retired pay 

Operations and maíntenance 

Procurerient 

Flílitary construction 

RDT and C 
.  .  l 

Total DOD (military) 

Outlays 

27 075 

9 173 

33 570 

19 976 

1 932 

10 503 

10.3 042 115 322 

BA - 

27 246 

9 ll.30 

34 732 

2/ 523 

1 641 

11 371 

TOA 

27 184. 

9 172 

34 902 

30 3l!.G 

I 860 

10 500 

Víth steady prograrnme levels, outlays and budqet authority are approxímately 
equal, but with changirg levels, a disparity arises. Por activíties whose cost 
depends on the leve1 planned for a fiscal year, such as operations and maintenance 
the budget authority amount covers the obligations expected to be incurred during 

3: 

the year. Annual outla?rs and budflet authority are therefore close to equal. Por 
separate and distinct projects, partícularly major procurment and construction 
projects, budget authority provides ful1 fundinc; that is, it covers the entire 
cost to complete the project rezardless of thc e,xpected time of completíon. In 
these cases, therefore, annual outlays in categories encompassíng such projects 
relate to budget authorítg granteC! in severa1 precedín?; years, and conversely, 
authoríty granted in one year will be reflected in outlays of severa1 succeeding 
yenrs. 

" A descriptíon of each appropriation account may be found in the appendix 
volume of the annual Budget of the United States, (Par-t 1, Detailed Budy;et 
Estimates). 

/ . . . 
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In recent years, approximately 70 per cent of total outlays for military 
functions is on the budget authority enacted by the ConCress in thc given year. Of 
the total new budget authority, 
the Crame year, 

approximately 65 per cent results in outlays in 
with the rest in succeeding years. This over-al1 picture varies 

by type of expenditure, as seen in the followinl; data for FY 1979. 

Appropriation Type 

Itilitary personnel 

Operations and maintenance 

Research, development, test, 
and evaluation 

Procurement 

Military construction 
*** 

Total DOD (military) 

Per cent of Total 

Rew BA eoing Current 
to current outlays based 

outlavs on new BA 

98.0 97.1 

84.5 (32.2 

64.7 Go.4 

17.7 13.6 

6.1 4.9 

71.3 65.4 

TOA is the value of the direct programme of activity under a @ven 
appropriation account. In FY 19713, it differed from BA by including prior-year 
budset authority transferred by the Congress and. certain stock sales receipts 
applied to direct pro~rammes, and by excluding lapsed BA. In total, TOA exceeded 
BA ín DY 1378 by only one per cent, and is even closer since PY 1979 when the first 
difference Tqas eliminated. 

TOA is used more extensively than outlays of BA for programming DOD 
activities. TJithin procurement appropriation accounts, subaccounts for 
"activities" - that is, for types of weapons, equipment, or related service 
procured - are valued in terms of TOA. These data permit a closer fit to the 
standard matrix and are shopm in table 2, below, It shoüld be noted that the TOA 

m data in this table and elsewhere in the explanatory note include the civilian 
personnel compensation component of each appropriations account, which was removed 

I and consolidated in table 1. 

/ . . . 



Table 2. Allocation of U.S. Agency Procurement Activity 
Accounts To S%andard Matrix ROTAS (TOA) 

Air Marine Defense Dept. of 
mv Ar Fox-ce Corps Apencies Enes 0 

2.1 Procurement 5 347 

2.1.1 Aírcraft and 
engines 551 

2.1.2 Missiles incl. 
con. warheads 439 

2.1.3 I$uclear warheads 
anà bombs 

2.l.b Ships and boats - 

2.1.5 Armoured vehicles 1 409 

2.~6 Artillery 

2.1.7 Other ground 
forte weapons - 

2.1.8 Ordnance and 
axnmunition 876 

2.l.9 Electronic and 
communications 706 

2.1.10 fiJon-armoured 
vehicles 375 

2.1.11 Other% 991 

13 788 10 438 

2 744 4 514 

1 877 735 

5 780 - 

414 291 89 

775 502 73 

114 57 

2 199 4 152 67 

446 

83 

77 

35’1 

357 

2 514 32 889 

2 514 

7 909 

3 134 

2 514 

5 780 

1 485 

1 669 

2 057 

546 

7 794 

'.i IJainly spare and repair parts and support equipment. 
Com~onents may no* add to to-tals Clue to independent rounding, 

- 
-- ____ 
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In addition to accounting by agency organization component, the Department 
of Defense conducts programming and accounting in terms of primary activity units, 
known as "programme elements". However, the main form of accounting is TOA rather 
than outlays . Prozramme elements are combined into surnmary groupings. The main 
classification is into 10 "majar programmes" which consist of the following: 

1. Strategic forces - Offensive and defensive aircraft and missile units. 

2. General purpose Torces - Unified commands, tactical Army combat and 
support forces, Navy shi2 and air forces, the Marine Corps fleet forces, including 
aviation, and Air Forte combat and support aircraft units. It also includes 
related logistics and support units. 

3. Intelligence and corrmunications - Missions and activities related to 
combat forces and centrally directed activities for intelligence, security, ana 
communications. 

4. Airlift and Sealift - Airlift, sealift, and other transportation, 
including logistic and support units. 

5. Guard and reserve - Support for Mational Guard and Reserve training 
units. 

6. Research and development - Support for R and D activities and projects 
not related to items approved for procurement or deployment. 

7. Central supply and maintenance - Bon-deployable supply and maintenance 
depots, and supply and maintenance activities not organic to mission units. 

8. Training, medical, and other general personnel activities - These 
activities associated with military personnel. 

9. Administration and associated activities - The administrative suppart of 
departmental and major administration headquarters, field commands, and 
administrative activities. 

10. Support of other nations - Activities for the support of allies. 

Table 3 below shows J-Y 1978 TOA by these major programmes and by 
appropriation account. (Al1 rows after 1.1 contain a civilian personnel 
compensation component, data for which are presently unavailable for consolidation 
as in table 1.) 



Table 3. TOA BY MAJOR PROGRAMEI (nOD) AND MATFXX FKJW 

jor programme Stra+zfe- Ggeral~ Il-k el- Airlift Guara Researrch Central Training, hdmiu- SUPport 
gic m-E-= ligence ana ana aRa SwPlY medical, isti-at- of 
forces forces ana com- Sealift reserve develop- ana main- ana ion ana other 

munica- ment tenance other associ- nations 
t ions ated 

activi- 

Resource Cost (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
ties 
(9) 

TOTAL 
(10 1 (ll) 

1. OPEFlATIi'G COSTS 4 183 21 880 

1.1 Personnel 
(military 
OnlY 1 

1.2 Operations and 
maintenance 

2. PROCURIBENTAND 
CONSTRUCTION 

2.1 Procurement 

2.2 Construction 

3. RFiSEARCH AND 
DlXVEL0PMEIST 

*.. (Other) 

4. TOTAL 

1 763 ll 951 

2 k'o 9 929 

4 523 19 668 

4 305 19 146 

218 522 

470 

9 177 

724 

171 

4 007 1 308 

1 283 720 

2 724 588 

3 295 281 

3 273 257 

22 24 

645 31 

42 443 7 947 1 619 

5 013 434 10 559 21 855 1 857 160 71 259 

2 297 434 413 16 g36* 479 81 36 357 

2 716 0 10 146 4 919 1 378 79 34 902 

1 873 74 1 399 672 321 98 32 204 

1 69-i 0 1 161 470 36 0 30 344 

176 74 238 202 285 98 1 860 

0 g 628 3 1 0 1 11 503 

1 389 2 1 562 

6 889 lo 136 11 961 23 917 2 181 259 1.16 528 

Note: Components may not add to totals due to independent rounding. 

* Incluaes retirement pay for al1 military persomel. 
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Programme elements are also combined into "defense ,planning and progrsmming 
categories", for certain DOD planning purposes. A similar classification 
employing the same building blocks ia the set of "mission" categories em-ployed by 
the Congressional Budg,et Office. The chart below shows the common use of programme 
elements or building blocks to form the "major defence programme" and the "defence 
planning and programming categories" classifications. 

It would be more difficult to reach ful1 compliance with the details of the 
United Nations resource cost classification. In this regard, another 
classification, by "object", is used in United States budgeting practice. However, 
its utility for present purposes is limited because: 

- it is available only in terms of obligations "co be incurred - actual 
outlays are not conpile& in these terms; 

- it is prepared only for appropriation accounts as a whole, and can be cross- 
classified only by branch of service; 

- in some respects, usage practices vary from service to service. 

/ .t. 
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s 

10 

PT OP OTHER 
NA!PIONS 

6 

GENERAL FURRXE 
RxsEARcRAND 

DEVELOP 
GuAPDAtm 

STRAT ACFT PROJ 
STHAl'MSt PlWJ 
c=dcron. 

SmAT Amcmm 
STBAT NISSILB 

WMCSS, ADP 

TACTICALf 
5lGBILITY 

TACTICAL AIiUIFl’ 
STRATRXCAlX&l.F 
saIFT 
TRhFFIc~m 

DMSIOX PCS 
PROJ 

'EAC ACF7! PHOJ 
TmAlRcNrL 

FROJ 
NAVAL PCS PrmJ 

DMSION PORCES TACAIR cmoI. 
'MEATAEFURCE3 AEROS~ACEREsCUl 
TACTICAL AIH- 
TACAIR ComoL 
NAVAL I-ORCES 

DIVISION 
PrncEs 

l3s%!cM I-am.2 
TACTICAL 

AIRCRILIT 
mcAIl7 COmROI 
NAVAT FQRCHS 
AIBLm (TAC 

AND STRAT) 
Sm 

_LI_ 1 
IR2NLLZGwcE 
OXMIJBICATIOE 
GDXHYSICAL 

RESERRCB 
pRoJEc!cs 

BASE oPFaATIom 1 IVITKWTIOW HQ 
NPro IAFRASTRUCT 

m!mxJlmm MIL GPS 
PED AGY SET MILITARI 
UANAGMWT HQ ASSISTANCE 

IATELIGBNCE 
ccwrRwIcATIom 
GEOF‘HYSICAL EXPJDR DFf PROJ 

ADVANCKD DEV 
PHOJ 

LI(GDEy- 
blmAGp(ERT 

MBDICALPRGJBCTS 
bfAmxi& PR0Jm!cS 
NANAGMEl?'l'HQ 

EME oPERATIom BASE 
oPEsA!mol?s 

BAsEcaM 
cctmAT 

THAINmG 
MOBBASEUNITI 

BAS oPERATIoNs BASE OPEBATIONS 
BASE CCXM BASE CCMM 
COKBAT !rllAImIpG Am THAFXC CRT1 
AERIALDRdC COIJNTER INTEL 
IXGISTIC SWFORT- IN'VESTIGATIOll 
I4UWZXENT HQ RUCLBAR AGY 

slu?A!sm HE 

SUPWRTACTIVITIBS BASB OPEBATIONS 
BASECCMl 
CCNBATTPXNING 
l&WAGmEPlT BQ 

MEDICAL 
RECRUITING 
ollm- 
ICGISTICS 
I4ANAGrnT HG 

7-7 
TTUJTS~S 
PATm 
PRISOAERS L BOLTlBl3S 

tYI%JDESTS 
CADm 

IiWMDUALS CRE4!CRNGSTUDENT cm m m  SlwDrn 

l A list of the abbreviations use, 
. 
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List of abbreviations 

ACFT 
ADMIN 
ADP 
AGY 
CMD 
CNTL 
COMM 
DEMO 
DEV 
DEVELOP 
EXPLOR 
FCS 
FED 
HQ 
INFRASTRUCT 
INTEL (L) 
MAAGS 
MAINT 
MGMT 
MIL 
MIL GPS 
MOB 
MSL 
MSNS 
NAT 
OTH 
PERS 
PROJ 
SPT 
STRAT 
SUPT 
SURV 
SYS 
TACAIR 
WARN 
WWMCCS 

Aircraft 
Administration 
Automated data processing 
Agency 
COIIlIUWd 
Control 
Communications 
Demonstration 
Development 
Development 
Exploratory 
Forces 
Federal 
Headquarters 
Infrastructure 
Intelligence 
Military Assistance Advisory Groups 
Maintenance 
Management 
Military 
Military L&sistanccT Groups 
Mobility 
Missile 
Missions 
National 
Other 
Personnel 
Project 
Support 
Strategic 
support 
Surveillance 
System 
Tactical aircraft 
Warning 
World Wide Military Command and Control System 
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APPENDIX II 

Communications from other States "P---.._------- 

INDIA 

Considering the basic fact that six States account for more than 00 per cent 
,of the total global military expenditures, India has consistently taken the 
j,positicn that the question of reduction of military budCets is primarily a uolitical 
hmatter, which can be resolved through parallel actions based on a policy of-mutual 
example by the States concerned. Further, keeping in view the essential link 
between disarmament and development, India has also stressed that the funde released 
by reductions in militar-y expenditures should be used for providing additional 
assistance to developing countries over and above Trhat they were already receivina. 

PHILIPPIBES 

The Philippines *.. at present cannot participate in the Pre-Test. The 
Philippine Government is currently studyinll; the recommended format with the end in 
view of proposing another format. 

UNITED KIiVGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND MORTBERN IRELAND 

The United Kingdom fully supports the aim of Ereater openness in the reporting 
of military budgets, which would contribute to the building of confidente among 
States. FOr this reason, the United Kingdom played an active part in the Secretary- 
Generalss group of experts which devised the proposed international reporting 
instrument. The United Kingdom cosponsored General Assembly resolution 33/67 of 
14 December 1978 requesting, inter alia, the Secretary-General "to carry out a 
practica1 test of the proposed reportin,, Q instrument with the voluntary co-,operation 
Of States from different regions and representing different budgeting and accountinf: 
systemsF'. The United Kingdom also supported General Assembly resolution 34/03 F 
Of 11 December 1979 which, inter ae, recognized "the need for the availability of 
a satisfactory instrument for standardized reporting on the military expenditures of 
Member States, such as the one currently bein;r, tested within the framework Of the 
United Nationsf'. 

/ . . . 



The United Kingdom has repeatedly stressed the need for the completion of tb 
proposed reporting instrument by a representative sample of Member States. It nc 
that a large number of countries with free market economies have completed. the 
instrument. Al1 Western countries, including the United Kingdom, produce detailt 
statistics of their military Spending. A recent example in the case of the Unitt 
Kingdom is Volume II (Defence Statistics) of the Statement on Defence 
Estimates 1980. Given the large nutnber of Western countries which have participi 
in the test, the United Kingdom sees no need to complete the matrix on this 
occasion. 

The United Kingdom further notes that a number of other kmber Sta-bes from 
different regions and with different budgeting and accounting systems have agreel 
to participate in the pilot test. This does no-t, however, mean that the ssmple 
countries completing the matrix can be regarded as representative"of al1 groups 
Staies e The United Kingdom is not aware of any positive response from a member 
the Warsaw Pact. In particular it notes that the Soviet Union, the largest mili 
spender of the Warsaw Pact, abstained on certain paragraphs of resolution 34/83 
in the First Committee of the General Assembly in 1979 and has never shown any s 
of support for the Secretary-Generalvs study on the reduction of' military budget 
despite the strong endorsement of the General Assembly in successive years. The 
United Kingdom regaras this as particularly unfortunate, given the widespread 
scepticism that exists as to the accuracy of the Soviet Unionss published data c 
its defence budget. As the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SI 
has stated: %Che leve1 and trend of military spending in the Soviet Union are 5 
matter of great argument - not helped by the incredibility of official figures 
released by the USSR". 

While one importa& group of Sta-Les continues to boycott the Secretary- 
Generalgs pilot test of the reporting instrument, the test cannot be said to he 
fully. representative. The value of the reporting exercise will be greatly redul 
if it does not cover those States which demonstrate the greatest secrecy in mil 
matters and which yet frequently make sweeping proposals for unverifiable reduc' 
in military budgets. Only with their participation can the matrix be refined a 
adapted to meet the,different circumstances of al1 States, whatever their econo 
and social systems, with a view to its eventual introduction as a specific item 
statistical reporting within the United flations Organization, in a standard for 
which is subject to verification. 
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APPENDIX III 

The reporting instrument as 'ccskd 
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Oroposeõ matrix for international re-porting on military expenditure 

(Actual outlays, current prices) 

(Tal& A of United Rations documnt A/31/222/Rw.l) 

Country : . . ..*.*......*..**....... Fiscal year: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . // .* .  .  .  .  .  .  .  l .  .  .  .  l * . . .  

dw month year aaY month year 

(The reporting or îiscal year most closely coinciding 
with calendar ynar 1378 for which data are avaílable) 

National currency and unit of measure: . . . . . . . . . . . ..*.....*.............*...*.*................ 

('I'he ullit of measure should not exceed one ten thousandth of the total military expenditures) . 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

Part I 

(i) General guidelines 

The purpose of this enquiry is to collect data on military expenditure in 
ordcr to test the applicability of the proposed reporting instrument and to obtail 
information that would bc of value in the process of further refinement and 
implcmentation of this instrument. 

The proposed rcporting instrument is in the form of a matrix whose vertical 
axis dctails cxpcnditurcs by type of resource costs and whose horizontal axis 
details cxpcnditures by type of forte groups. Concerning the resource costs,th,he 
matrix has a pyramidal structurc in order to permit reparting on different levels 
of aggregation. The vertical axis consists of thrae main cost categories,,namely 
(1) operating costs; (2) procurement and construction; (3) research and dcvclopmr 
Rach of these categorics is then disaggregatcd intc diffcrcnt suhcategories andm 
of the subcategories into sub-subcategories. The figure given for each main 
category should be equal to thc sum of its respective subcategories and for each 
subcategory equal to the sum of its respective sub-subcatcgorins. 

Whsnever applicable, expenditurc data are of course highly desirable on all 
levels of aggregation. If, however, rcspondents would find it possiblo to supply 
data only on higher but not on lower levels of aggregation, they are urged notto 
refrain from participating in thc test but to present their figures on that level~, 
of aggrcgation which they may find appropriate. 

I 
The figures to be reported shall show actual military expenditures for the ) 

fiscal ysar most closcly coinciding with calendar year 1978, or for the nearest 
fiscal year available. The amounts shall be reported in the respondent's nationa! ! 
currency and in current prices - that is, in priccs prevailing in the rcporting 
year. The unit of measure in which exponditures ere roported may be thc standard 
currency unit itself - that is, Pound, rial, etc. - or a commonly uscd multiplc 
number of units. This number, however, should not be larger than one 
ten thousandth of the total amount of the country's military expenditures. Por : 
example, if total military cxpenditures are 78,453,296 national currency units,th;I 
reported amounts may be expressed in units as large as 1 x 78,453,296 (=7,845+, 

10,000 f 
That is, thl? reporting unit of mcasure may be thousands of currency units, but not 
ten-thousands of currency units. 

For the sake of uniformity and clarity of prescntation, only the following 1 
conventional symbols should be used as required: t 
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(3 (zero) = Ni1 or negligible (or lcss than heif of th@ unid cmployòd) 

. . (two dots ) = Not applicable 

( ) (brackets) = Provisional figure 

,.. (throe dots) = Figure not available 

FJith thc view to further refinemcnt of the reForting instrument, rcspondents 
are requested to comment upon any technical or othcr difficultics that they may 
encounter when filling in the matrix and to recommend such changi-s of the matrix 
that they ma;y find advisable. Such comments should be attached to the completed 
matrix. 

(ii) Specific guidelines 

The following comments and interpretations are related to such items in the 
matrix, which seem to need some special clarifications. The small letters denoting 
paragraphs correspond to the notes in the matrix. As has alrcady been pointed out 
in the Introduction, rcspondents are requested to advise the Ad Hoc Panel on the 
natura of problems of interpretation that may arise when filling in the matrix. 

(a) Central support, administration and command (6) and (7) 

Columns (6) and (7) should include supporting activities that are common to 
more than one of the types of forces covered by columns (1) through (5). Column (6) 
should include al1 support activities other tban those associated with central 
command and direction of the military forces which should be placed in column (7). 
The latter would include central and regional military staff with authority over 
more than onc typc of forte, including the Ministry of Defense administrative 
function. 

(b) Paramilitary forces (8) 

The term paramilitary can apply to a variety of forces. Such forces may be 
intcnded to guard thc national fronticrs, mainly against such activities as illegal 
migration, smuggling or guerrilla infiltration. In other cases, their chief 
IdSSiOn is the maintenance of interna1 sccurity. Such forces may also be usable 
against an externa1 armed encmy. 

Por present purposes, it is necessary to identify those elements that should 
be includcd in the military sector and those which should not. It se@ms reasonable 
to include in paramilitary forces those units, formations, etc., that are organised, 
equippcd and behave in a similar way as thc armed forces, and which could carry out 
combat actions of the same nature in terms of goal, area and resülts as those 
Performed by the armed forces. 

In case respons&nts prcsent figures under this heading, it is requestrd that 
a short description of thc f~ctions of these forces be attachod to the matrlx* 

/ . . . 



(c) Civil defence (9) 

!Chis requirement is intended to apply to expenditures for the protection, by 
other thsn customary military means, of civilisn populations and fecilities from 
air attack. An ex-le is expenditures on plans and preparations for the evacuation 
and subsequent ma'intenance of civilians from areas under threat of attack. 

Different opinions have been expressed with regard to both the definition of 
civil defence and the appropriatenoss of including civil defence in the matrix. 
(For example, see the previoualy cited United Nations document A/32/194, para. 84, 
and the attached document A/31/222/Rev.l, para. 39). Respondents' views on this 
question are therefore requested. 

(d) Military assistance (lo), (11) and (12) 

Figure showiner the ways along which military assistance can be grsnted 

Exnlanations 

Military assistance may be given from one country A ta another B (flow a) and 
channelled through the state budget of the receiving country, either to allied 
forces stationed on this country's territory (flow b) or to the military 
sector of the receiving country (flow c). 

Military assistance may also be given directly to allied forces stationed on 
another country's territory without passing through any other country's budget 
(flow d). (A country's support of its owki military forces abroad shall not be 
reported as military assistance. 
in columns (1) through (7).) 

Such expenditure shall instead be reported 
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Military assistancc may finally be given by a country to allied forces 
stationed on the countrY's own tcrritory (flow e). 

Expenditures of country B for its own military forces from its own resourcI:s 
are designatcd as flow (f). 

Conc.lusions 

Respondents such as country A are requcsted to report the sum of the flows (a) 
and (d), i.e. al1 their military assistance grantcd to recipients abroad. 
This shouid be done in column (ll), 

Bespondonts such as country B are requested to report thcz- sum of the flows (b) 
and (e), i.c., al1 their military assistance to allied forces stationcd on 
thcir own territory. 
(f), i.e. 

This should be done in column (10). Thc flows (c) and 
cxpenditurc for "cha country's own military forces should accordingly 

be reported in columns (1) through (7). 

There is a rislr for doublc counting in so far as (b) and (c) are part of thc 
sama- flow as (a). Thcì same money may thus be ri?ported trice, both by 
country R end country 13. In arder to avoid such double counting, rcspondents 
such as country B are requested to report the total amount of miiitary 
assistance received from abroad, i.e. the sum of thc flow (al, 

In cases where a country is ùoth a donor and a recipient of military 
assistancc, it is requested that both columns (10) and (11) be Piilzd in. 
Ail countrics are êxpected to answer tht- question in section C, Part II, about 
miiitary assistance received, 

Thc Ad Eoc Panel re h ommends the rcporting of any additional expenditure made 
in the reporting year by'the country specifically for thr purpose of supplying 
troops and equipment for Unitcd Nations peace-kecping activities. These 
@xpenditurcs should be shown in column (12) of the matrix net of any compensation 
from extcrnal sources. 

(Ej 1.1 Pc3zsonnel 

The figures should include the direct payments made to pcrsonnel as ~11 as 
othei personnel compensation expenditures madc by the employer such as taxes, 
Peusion fecs and other contributions. 

(f) 1.1.2 Conscripts 

The costs of conscripts should b2 valued in terms of aCtUai PaYmcnts. In arder 
to apProximate tho opportmity costa of using conscripts in the military sector, 
Wea~ndents are rcquested to provide in section C, Part II, informatiion On 
Wprclpriate e.verage civilian wage rates as well as information on the quantity of 
civilian labour foregone by the use of cOnSCriptS. 

/  .  .  .  

*c ^ 
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(g) 1.2.1 Materials for current use 

mis item should include purchases Of food, clothing, petroleum products, 
training materials (excluding ordnance and ammunition), medical materials,, Office 
supplies and the like. : : 

(h) 1.2.2 Maintenance and repair 

This item should include both contract services fOr rcpair and maintenance of 
equipment and facilities and purchases of perts, materials and tools for repairahi 
maintenance of eguipment and facilities. 

In some cases, repairs may be aiming not only at restoring the quality and 
performance of equipment and facilities, but also at improving the quality or 
modifying the performance. Such activities are to some extent to be regarded as 
investments. These major modifications and major repairs containing substantial 
investment elements should be reported below under the cost categories 2.1 
Procurcment or 2.2 Construction. 

In any case, respondents are requested to describe the procedure chosen and 
to explain their current accounting practices or rules concerning the possible 
investment elements in major modification and repair activities. Such cormnents 
should be attached to the completed matrix. 

(i) 1.2.3 Travel expenses etc. 

This item should include expenditures for various kinds of purchased servicesg 
such as postal charges, printing expenses and other. 

I 

(j) 1.2.4 Real estate rents 

Since capital costs for real estate belonging to the military sector usuallY 1 
result in actual payments, it is desirable that the rent costs to be reportcd be 
augmented by adding imputed capital costs. Such capital costs may be estimated$ 

i means of appropriate interest rates or rates of depreciation for the reporting Yeal 

(k) 2. Procurement and construction 
i 

A country's military potential depends not only on its procurement and ' 
COnStrUCtiOn of military equipment and facilities, but also on their rates Of 
depreciation, depletion and retirement. Information of thc latter type may not@ 
readily available. It would, however, be highly desirable to obtain such 
information as iS available concerning r,etirement and average-length-of-service 
rates for various kinds of equipment and facilities. Such information shouldbe 
attached to the complcted matrix. See also note (h) above. 

(1) 2.1.5 Armoured vehicles 

This item should include tanks, armoured personnel carriers and other armoti 
vehicles. 
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(m) 2.1.8 Ordnance and ammunition 

For the same reasons as mentioned under (k) above, it would be desirable to 
bo ablc to compare thc procurement figures for ordnance and ammunition with 
corresponding consumption figures. In order to make this possible, respondents are 
requested to supply the latter type of information in section C, Part II. 

(n) 2.2 Construction 

The construction of new facilities may often be connected with the acquisition 
of land. The expenditures of the military sector for the acquisition of land should 
be reported separately in 2.2.12. 

(0) 2.2.4 Electronics etc. 

This item should also include communications and related structures and 
facilities. 

(p) 2.2.7 Training facilities 

ThiS item should include expenditures for construction of fixed installations 
for training purposcs such as firing ranges, obstacle courses and others. 

bd 

This 

l (4 
/ 

2.2.8 Warehouses, depots etc. 

item should also include repair and maintenance facilities. 

2.2.11 Shelters 

Since it may no-t be possible to distinguish between fortifications and shelters 
for military personnel, respondents are therefore requested to report al1 such 

' CmtS under 2.2.10 - Fortifications, and to reserve the item 2.2.11 - Shelters, 
for such shelters that are constructed mainly for the purpose of protecting 
civilian popülation. 

(s) 2.2.12 Land 

The inclusion of the expenditures on the acquisition of land have been 
suggested by the Ad Hoc Panel. Information on sales of land by the militarY sector 
is requested in section C, Par-t II. 

(t) 3. Research and development 

A distinction between the two subdivisions of this item could be made 
according to the degree to which research activities are object-oriente& i-e.9 
connected with the creation of a concrete product such as a specific wcapon sYstem. 
BasiC and applied but not object-oriented research msy accordingly fa11 under the 
subdivision 3.1, while mainly object-oriented research would come under the 
subdivision 3.2 togother with the development activities which are rcgarded as 
always object-destinated. 

Where the respondents 
they are requestod to make 
to the completed matrix. 

find difficulties in dealing with 
comments along these lincs and to 

the subcategories, 
attach such comments 

/ . .* 
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Part II 

In ordcr to approxima.te the opportunity costs of using conscripts inthe 
military sector, the following information is requcstcd: 

(a) Thc avcrage civilian wage rate that the conscripts would have been lihely 
Go obtein during tha reporting year if they had not becn occupirrd in the military 
xctor. 

Answcr: . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l amo* 

(wage per ~eriod of time, currcncy unit) 

If such an cstimata is not availablc, respondents are requested to suggest an 
averagc civilian wage ratc that may be rcadily available and that the rcspondents 
believe might serve as a rcasonable measure of opportunity costs. 

(b) The numbc.r of man-ycars dcvoted by conscripts to military service during 
the reporting ycar conccrned. 

Answer: ,...............'..........,.....,. 
(numbtir of man-years) 

With referenca to the spccific guidelines in section C, point (d), respondonl! 
are recpested to givc below the total amount of military assistance received from 
abroad during the reporting year. The amount should be given in the same 
denomination and currency as usad in tho matrix (section R), preferably converted 
from forrsign currencies to national currcncy at averag;c snnual market or par value 
exchenge ratcs as reported by the International Mont:tary Fund. 

Ans7rar: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~.~o~~~- 
(amount) 

With referente to section C, points (m) and (n), the requested information 
should be reported hera in the same value terms as used in thc matrix (SectiOn BI 
1-L is raquestcd that total expenditures, at least, and preferably detailed by tYP 
of forcls group as in colurnns (1) through (12) of thc matrix, be reported for tha 
following items: 

Dcpletion of ordnance and ammunition: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l ..* -9 

Sales from thc military sector of: 

(a) land . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*...*........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l . . . . . **SI****’ 

(b) real estate othcr than iand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *..* . . . . . l . . 

(c) oquipment .......................................................... 

(6) serviccs ........................................................... 

(4 other . . ...*....................*.. . . . . . . . . *  ..,.,,.....,.... l ...*.*’ 

/ 
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Respondents are requestcd to inform the Panel as to whether statistics of the 
,owing kinds would be readily availablo for the reporting year. 

Price index of specific relevance 
Lo the military sector 

Exports of military equipment 

Such exports divided by 

(i> countries 

(ii) regions 

Imports of military equipment 

Such imports divided hy 

ti> countries 

Answcr 

Available ?Tot available 

II III 

II II-I 

III 
IrI 

II 

II 

II 
II 

II 

Il 
(ii) ragions 

II II 

Possibilities for converting national military expenditures nnto a common 
lrre?U:Y for comparison purposes will be considered by thc Ad Hoc Panel in drawing 
? itS recommendations. If a regularly published exchange rate is unavailable, or 
msidered unsuitable for converting military expenditures, rcspondents are 
Wested to comment on other possible ways for comparing the military expenditwes 

responding comtry with those of other countriies. 

/ . . . 



APPENDIX IV 

Computerized tablcs --_._--.- -- 

Figures in the tables presented. or listcd below have bcen reported by 
participating countries and, ~7here neci:ssary, have been assigned to the standard 
matrix by thc United Nations Statistical Office in consultation with tho Panel. 
Unreported totals clear1y implied by reported components have been addcd. 

Thc: listed tables arr: available at the United Mations Centre for Disarmament 
and thc Statistical Office. 

/ *.. 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

. . 
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List of tables 

Section I 

Al1 expenditures by participating country, in national currency. (This table 
is presented below) 

Al1 expenditures by participating country and total for al1 countries, in 
United States dollars. 

Al1 expenditures by participating country and total for al1 countries, in 
special drawing rights (SDR). 

Al1 expenditures by participating country and total for al1 countries, in 
percentages of each resource category total. 

Al1 expenditures by participating country and total for al1 countries, in 
percentages of each forte group total. 

Section II 

IA. Main resource category expenditures by participating country, in United 
States dollars and in percentages of country total. 

IB. Main resource category expenditures by participating country, in SDR and in 
percentages of country total. 

IIA. Forte group expenditures by participating country, in United Status dollars 
and ín percentages of country total. 

IIB. Force group expenditures by participating country, in SDR and in percentages 
of country total, 

III. Main operating cost categories by forte group and participating cOUl’I.b’Y, in 
percentages of country operating cost total. 

IV. Procurement and construction ex-penditures by forte group and participating 
country, in percentages of country total procuremcrnt and construction 
expenditures. 

V, Research and development expenditures by forte group and participating 
country, in percentages of country research and development expenditures 
total. 

VIA. Main resource category expenditures by forte group, in United States dollars 
and in percentages of forte group total: each country and total for all 
countries. 

VIB. Main resource category expenditures by forte group, in SDR and in psrcentage?! 
of forte group total: each country and total for al1 countries. 

/ . . * 



VIIA. 

VIIB. 

VIIIA. 

VIIIB. 

List of tables (continued) 

Dcpletion of ordnance and sales from the military sector by forte group 
and participating country, in United States dollars. 

Depletion of ordnance and sales from 
and participating country, in SDR. 

'che military sector by forte group 

Total military F;xpenditurcs by country, in United States dollars and in 
përcentages of total for al1 participatíng countries, 

Total military expenditures by country, in SDR and in percentages of total 
for al1 participating countries, 
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Explanatory note 

1. Por analytical purposes, information on military cxpenditures received in thc 
14 replies has becn computerized. The following table (table 1) shows the 
information with some minar adjustments as mentioned in the opening paragraph of 
this annex. These data form the basis Sor the -bables prcsented in section II C Of 
the report. 

2. Exchangc ratos for conversion into a common unit were selected from the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) International Pinancial Statistics (IFS), 
August 1980. Two sets of exchangc ratos have been compiled: units of-&konal 
currency per United States doílar and units of national currency per SDR. 

3. Por countries reporting data for calendar years (Belgium, the Federal Republio 
of Germany, the Netherlands and Norway, 1978; Austria, 1979; France, Italy and 
Mexico, 19801, the United States dollar rates were usually the respective annual 
average of markct rates shown in IFS (line rf) except for France, Italy and Medico, 
where the lates-b available exchanFrates were market rates at the end of June 1980 
(line ae). 

4. For countries reporting data for fiscal years (Australia, Canada, Indonesia, 
New Zealand, Sweden and the United States), simple averages of the four 
corresponding quarterly averages of market rates were used so that the exchange ra% 
referred to the same period as the reported data. 

5. In the case of the SDR rates, they were period average rates derived using 
the following procedure: the United States dollar rates as explained in 
paragraphs 3 and 4 above, multiplied by the corrcsponding United States dollar/SDR 
rates published in the country page for the United States in IFS (line Sb). The 
SDR rates shown in each country page of IFS were end-of-periodrates and, thercforl 
not selected except for France, Italy and Mexico. 

6. A column of "Undistributed expenditure" was added bctween columrs 12 and 13 
of the matrix. A row of "Statistical discrepancy' was added to each given total 
and subtotal of the resource costs. 

7. The following symbols were used in the presant set of tables. 

0 (zero) = Ni1 or negligible (or less than half of the unit employed) 

. . (two dots) = Not applicable 

( ) (brackets) = Provisional figure 

,.. (three dots) = Figure not available 
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